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Candidates 'set up shop'
As election day draws nearer, and
the pace quickens for election to the
City Council and school board com-
mittee seats, nearly all of the hundred-
odd candidates are hard at work seging
News
in brief
Last week in Jackson, Miss.,
an FBI agent and two policemen
were wounded, (one critically) who
died as a result of his wounds last
Friday in a shootout with Black
members of the Republic of New
Africa (RNA).
An undetermined number of
FBI agents and Jackson police
made a dawn raid on the resi-
dence of the RNA members re-
portedly in search of Jerry R.
Steiner, a Black man from Battle
Creek, Mich., on charges of first
degree murder. Police there said
Steiner was reported staying in
that house.
* • *
Clifton McGowan, 21, of 284
Hewlett, was indicted last week
by Shelby County Grand .Jury in
the fatal stabbing of an acquain-
tance over a bottle of whisky.
Police said the victim, Tom-
my Lee Watson, was stabbed 14
times in the July 5 incident,
which reportedly. took place near
Watson's residence when the two
argued over who was to pay for
the bottle.
McGowan, an employee of the
Memphis Light, Gas and Water
Co., was charged with first-degree
murder in the slaying. He was
freed on $500 bond set by City
Court Judge Bernie Weinman.
* • .•
An elderly black man w a s
found last week after he was kill-
ed by a Southern Railroad freight
train near Southern and H i g h-
land.
Police said the unidentified
man had been dragged 376 feet
The train crew said the man
had apparently walked onto the
track as the train approached
about 15 miles per hour.
• • •
A 51-year-old man previously
held by police in connection with
the slaying of Nelson Tuggle 49,
of 169 Pontotoc, has been released.
.The slaying reportedly took
place at 177 Beale. Police said
witnesses reported Tuggle w a s
striAk on the head with a 30-inch
iron pipe during an argument. Po-
.lice officials added that the sus-
pect had been quoted as saying
Tuggle had attacked him with a
knqe and he used the pipe to de-
fend himself.
• • •
Three men are being held by
the Shelby County Sheriff's Dept.,
and another sought in connection
with an attempted robbery held
last week.
Larry Johnson, 18, of 3451
Cook Road and Luther HA, 18, of
240 Simpsoct . were both arrested
last week end their cises con-
tinued. David .Elliott was appre-
hended as a third suspect over
the weekend, and the fourth was
still being sought.
up shop in store-fronts, homes and of-
fices all over the city.
C. B. Meyers, who lists his credits
as a BA degree in humanities, holds an
elementary school teaching certificate
and a high school certificate specializing
in English, SparUsh and French, and his
opponent for election to the school board
seat in district seven, George H. Brown,
Jr., former teacher at Carver High,
former Deputy Director of MEDO and.
presently executive director of the Legal
Services Association, seem to have a
hotly contested race going. Meyers
urges supporters of his campaign to
—,
..thir, t hi. a mpaign office ,any-
GEORGE BROWN .1 TERRELL
time located at 2366 Chelsea.
Mrs Tarlease Matthews, a candi-
date for the school board seat in dis-
trict four has opened her campaign
headquarters at 2347 Park Avenue.
Mrs. Matthews, who has worked in
the Orange Mound community as a
business woman and barber for 12 years,
said she has been actively involved in
"activities that were in the interest of
the city of Memphis foe the past 15
years."
Mrs. Matthews added that as a
mother of three school age children.
she felt it her duty to give the voters
in district four a choice of candidates
and that her greatest concern "is for
quality education for every child in a
conductive background."
On the busing issue, Mrs. Matthews
said that she is definitely against it
because, "I am convinced that it will
not bring quality education to the city
of Memphis."
As part of her platform, she has
listed seven important goals that she
intends to pursue as a member of the
school board, and has devised an alter-
nate to busing for Memphis children.
Mrs. Matthews added that all con-
cerned parents are welcome to stop in
•at her campaign headquarters.
Mrs. C. B. "Cob" Smith, an at-
large candidate for city council honors
in district six, and a former constable
for Shelby County said "I owe no alleg-
iance to any political or special interest
groups."
Mrs. Smith added as part of her
platform that she is "dedicated to a
pilogressive city government and I will
advocate a strong city council which is
tuned to the needs of the community and
not to those of personal or political
cronies."
MRS. T. MATHEWS Sicli MSIKER
Seeking a seat on the school board
in district six, Mrs. Josephine Terrell
listed on her program "to better the
relationship between the board, the prin-
cipal, teachers, parents and the stu-
dents."
Mrs. Terrell. who said she felt that
communication is the biggest problem
that exists between the school board and
the community in which it serves, added
that she would like to make it possible
for the community to be more involved
in the actions of the board and help
in making the decisions,
Mrs. Terrell added that the public
should take note and "remember your
ABT's".
Mr. Carey Walker, Jr.. of 1099 Ruth-
land also announced his entrance to the
election hassle.
Seeking a seat representing district
four on the city council, Walker has
been labeled a firey, articulate candidate
as a result of his running for Sheriff in
the Fall election of last year.
As part of his platform Walker
stated, "while narrow minded racists.
bigots, and managed blacks fuss about
Malone & Hyde spearhead drive
establish
minority
guidelines
Rev. W. R. Johnsno Jr., Ghetto Corn
mittee Chairman along with J. R. Hyde,
III, president of the Malone and Hyde,
announced recently that the Ghetto De-
velopment Committee of the Memphis
Branch NAACP has instituted a new
program to the company to broaden its
efforts in the area of community and
social responsibility.
As part of the new program, Malone
and Hyde (owners of several large food
stores throughout the Memphis area),
have promised to take steps ,to 1)
review its hiring and promotional prac-
tices, 2) reassess its patronage and sup-
port of black owned and operated busi-
nesses, and 3) 'implement a program of
managerial training with special em-
phasis on the upgrading of minority em-
ployees to managerial positions.
Rev. Johnson added at a press con-
ference last week that "this Committee
and the NAACP will assist Malone and
Hyde in the implementation of this
program, and that the NAACP will con-
tinue to serve as a responsible catalyst
in implementing this type of program
with other employees in the community.
This will provide affirmative ways and
means of accomplishing the community
and social responsibilities of other em-
ployers in the Memphis area."
On-the-Job (OJT) training programs
have already been initiated according
to Rev. Johnson, and the company has
also agreed to implement new positions
in some departments for which certain
individuals will be trained.
"Unlike several other programs in-
stituted by some large white com-
panies", stated Rev. Johnson, "this pro-
gram will 'hire blacks on the basis of
qualifications and abilities . . . Not on
the basis of percentage ratios, Where
only a certain number of blacks are
hired to satisfy the percentage of black§
in the area to the number of whites in
the same area."
The role of the NAACP and the
Ghetto Development Committee will be
to act as an "overseer" in the program
witth regular checks made on the prog-
ress of the program every three
months. Members from the committee
will do on-the-spot checks within the
same regular intervals, but will "vary
from time to time as to their fre-
quency", according to the committee
chairman.
Rev. Johnson also said he hoped the
positive, action .taken by Malone 'and
Hyde would serve as a good example
For several of the other large food chain
stores such as Kroger, Montesi "and in
Particular, Schlitz brewery, as they are
still hi the process of 'hiring at their
new plant which recently opened in the
Memphis area."
Evers campaigns statewide...
HAZELHURST, Miss. — Charles Evers, mayor of
Fayette, Miss., has hit the campaign trail. He
shakes hands, listens to problems and hopes to unite
some 300,000 registered black voters to make him
the first black governor of the State of Missis-
sippi. The thrust of Ever's campaign has thus far
been limited to the black communities since speak-
ing invitations from white groups has been "few
and far between." (Another photo page 3). (UPI)
Mrs. Vance thanks supporters
"I ahi sending thanks to everyone
who supported me in the recent 'Church-
woman of the Year' contest," said Mrs.
Jennie Vance. ,
"I am deeply indebted to you all, and
'u ntil you hear from me personally,
please accept this thank you that comes
from my heart.
"My special thanks goes to my own
Cynthia Rawls Bond whose idea it was
to include me in the race, and to all of
those who made up the.committee who
worked with her."
Mrs. Vance added, "I did not desire
to t(nte,r the contest as I was already
overloaded, but some very fine people in
my church (the Frist Baptist Church of
Brownsillle), wanted me in it, and wdre
determined to keep me in. To all of
these members in the church, including
the pastor Rev. W. N. Reed, and the of-
ficers, I am gratedul.
"Along with the working force in
Brownsville, the untiring efforts of Miss
Mable Northcross and Mrs. Ola Mae
Mathis. both from Humboldt; Mrs. Al-
berta Jamison and friends in Dyer; Mrs.
Louise Halliburton and members of the
Tri-County Chorus that I organized from
Ripley; and my hard-working cousin
Mrs. Pearl Clark, all of whom were de-
termined that none should beat me and
proved successful until the end.
"With so many contestants in Mem
phis it seemed an insurmountable task
to enter as late as they entered me, but
they set to work bringing me up from
the lower count to the top, securing sub-
scriptions from friends in many states.
"Again I say all of you are sweetie
pies to me, and I shall in the days re-
maining try to prove to you that my
work in the church is strictly from the
heart and that God may be glorified in
my service."
' Thank you all, Mrs. Jennie Brodnax
MRS. J. B. VAN('E Vance.
busing kids to school, our elected offi-
cials are wasting time, energy and
money trying to get on one band wagon
or mother."
• • •
All registered voters are urged to
visit the campaign offices of eactrof the
candidates in their respective districts,
in this way, each ballot will be aimed
at a direct and positive target, rather
than the public's fate "cast to the wind".
C. B. MEYERS MRS. COB SMITH
Permit
teacher
raises
Tennessee Education Associa-
tion executive secretary Dr. Donald
Sahli said earlier this week that it ap-
pears Memphis and Shelby County
School teachers and those in most other
systems will get their salary increases
despite President Nixon's wage-price
freeze.
Sahli added the National Education
Association in Washington said that pay
raises for teachers would be allowed if
their contracts were effective before
Aug. 19, whether the teachers were al-
ready at work on that date or not.
Last week it was noted that Tennes-
see educators had been in doubt wheth-
er or not the wage-price freeze cover-
ed teachers that were not in schools
yet.
"We are seemingly in better condi-
tion that most states," said Sahli, "be-
cause we have continuing contracts, be-
cause the salary increases have been
mandated by the Legislature, and be-
cause the present contracts have been
approved."
A TEA spokesman said requirements
for contract approval before Aug. 14 had
been met by 136 of the state's school
systems, but 11 had not complied leav-
ing their situations in doubt. Chattanoo-
ga and Knoxville were included in the
11 systems where the school budget had
not been adopted on a local basis.
"It is our understanding." said Sah-
li, "that Memphis and Shelby County
teachers will get their full increases."
Contest
Rules
The second Annual Tri-State De-
fender Baby Contest begins Sept. 4,
and will run through Nov. 27. MallY
prizes will be gives away, such am
a color TV, a black and white TV,
clothing and food certificates, radios,
baby furniture, and a year's supply
of milk and baby food. All persons
living in the Tri-State area (Miss.,
Ark., Tenn.) are eligible to partici-
pate. Voting for contestants will be
handled under the guidelines a e t
forth on the subscription form found
elsewhere in each paper starting
next week. Al! babies who are under
two years of age it the close of
nominations (Oct. 30) are eligible S.
glossy black and white photo should
be mailed to the Tri-State Defender
along with the nomination form by
parents, friends and relatives of
any baby. Prisest will be awarded
to the top DI babies at the close of
the contest.
•
PAGE 2
Convention news....
The Southern Christian
Leadership Con feren ce
(SCLC) will play an active
and important eole lb the
1972 elections, from the
courthouse to the White
House. Dr. Ralph David
Abernathy announced.
The SCLC President said
that the organization would
involve itself in the presi-
dential primaries, nominat-
ing conventions and grass-
roots organizing across the
South and in major North-
ern cities. Black and poor
people, he said, must ''seize
political power in their com-
munities and control the bal-
ance of power in the nation.'
He said that SCLC will be
morking mainly through
young people, workers, and
the black and poor eommu.
/titles.
Dr. Aberuathy's remarks
came in the traditional P:T.,-
ident's Address to the open-
ing session of the SCLC an-
nual convention. He spoke at
New Zion Baptist Church,
where the organizatioe of
SCLC was completed 14
years ago.
Speaking on the conven-
tion's theme. "The Politics
of Poor People —A Move-
ment to End Repression,"
Dr. Abernathy said that "re-
pressive policies of the Pres-
ent administration" are un-
acceptable to poor and pro.
Honorary certificate...
Leon Puryear second from left national representative
of Schenley Imports Co., accepts honorary certificate of
membership in the Buffalo Negro Scholarship Foundation.
Inc. from Foundation President Dr. George Blackman
(left). Occasion was the Foundation's 197: fund-raising cock.
Four to
export
council
Secretary of Commi•rce
Maurice Stens has appointed
four Memphis businessmen
to serve on the Regional
Export Expansion Council in
this area. Added to the Coun-
cil for two-year terms ex-
piring in June 4973 are: Da-
vid C. Brandon. vice presi-
• dent anti export sales mana-
ger, Allenber,g Cotton Co.,
Inc.: Sam M. Nickey
president, Nickey Brothers,
Inc.: Marshall It Odeen.
manager, international de ;-
sins, Hurnko Products Divi-
sion, Kraftco Corporation:
and Robert E. Pickett, area
manager. export sales, The
Buckeye Cellulose Corp.
The Council is composed of
executives from the Mid-
South who help manufactur-
ers to enter the export field
or to expand their present
international business. Coun-
cil members also provele ad-
vice and suggestions to the
Commerce Department on
matters affecting the nation's
international trade.
greseive people, and he chal-
lenged both major parties to
repudiate such policies. "A
party which fails to produce
responsive candidates can
no longer take us for grant-
ed," he warned,
Dr. Abernathy noted that
black voters now hold the
balance of power — or a ma-
jority in many cases — in
-hundreds of Southern coun-
ties, dozens of major cities,
and many states which are
critical in the presidential
elections.
He said that 1972 should
be the year when the first
blacks since Reconstruction
are elected to Congress
from the South —in Gem-
DEFENDER
gia, Alabama, Mississippi.
South Carolina and other
states. He also said thgt
"poor people's candidatel"
will run fo- and win public
office at the local, county,
state and federal levels.
ASSAIL NIXON
"Manipulative dures s"
against black and poor peo-
ple "is the style, plan and
scheme of the total execu-
tive branch of the govern-
ment," Stoney Cooks, execu-
tive director, told a closed
session of the SCLC Board
of Directors.
Speaking to the Board as
the organization prepired
for its 14th Annual Conven-
tion here this week, Mr.
tail party. an annual event that Shenley has sponsored ter
the past ten years. Participating in the presentation (Tie.
mony are Rog Dixon (second from right), a salesman
for Erie liquor Company of Buffalo, and Peter McGlynn,
Schenley Imports' upstate New York sales representative.
Aid Meharry College
Meharry Medical College.
the leading educator of bia -k
physicians and dentists in
the United States has been
awarded a n u nrestricted
grant of $10,000 from Aetna
Life & Casualty.
The compeny, in making
the announcement, indicated
its intention to consider
additional gifts to Meharry
totaling $ 4 0,000, payable
in $10.000 installments dur-
ing the next three years.
Meharry was named to
receive the grant because,
according to an Aetna spokes-
man, "Aetna has long recog-
nized Meharry's role in edu-
cating black medical and
dental profeisionak and in
upgrading the quality of ,
health care delivery for
minority 'citizens through-
out the nation. This role is
consistent with Aetna's
long-range • concern for a!
high-quality system of health
care that would be avail-
able to every citizen, re-
gardiess Of his ability to
pay."
Meharry,;- which is located
at Nashville, Tenn., ha
educated More than 50 per
cent of the black dentist,
and phySicians practicine
in this country today: and
is currently the only pri-
vately endowed, American
The chairman of the con- Medl:al A s s ociation ac-
ed is Seymour Gilman, pres- credi t e d, predominantely
ident of Panhandler, Inc.. in black medical college in!
Memphis, and the executive America.
secretary is Bradford H. The dqnation was accept
Rice, d i rector. Memphis ed by Meharry College, pre:-
Business Services Field Of- ident, Dr. Lloyd C. Elam.
fice of the U.S. Department who said: "This gift is of
of Commerce. BOSTON — Ella Fitzger-.
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Me* Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL; WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
JA 74320
gomphis. Torments
°YOUR Comm" Man What Yoe Ask For Anil
Creates Whet Yea Tkink or
• islet
_GOTS
•
special significance to ue
Not only does it reflect
the great interest we have
generated in this com-
munity, but it also reflects
the trust that the community
is placing in our mission
and our ability to fulfill it.
This gift will go a long
way in , helping us to carry
out our mission. Sim.e it is
unrestricted, it can be
placed in matching funds,
and in that way it will bring
more necessary funds to
Meharry."
Ella to rest eyes
BOSTON — Ella Fitzger- nia where she plans to re-
ald. the "First Lady of cuperate.
Song," was discharged from 
"For two months I'm going
a hospital here recently, at-
to do what the doctor toldter having a cataract ex-
tracted from one eye and me to, and rest and rest ...
the other'tFëilèd for internal then I go back to work,"
hemorrhage. the _internationally famous
,She latei flew to Califon jazz singer told. the press.
SUPII1102 QUALITY-LOW MCI- UNIXCILLIO
WORKMANSHIP-IASIIST TIRMS-QUICK STIVIC/
Fill IST/MATIS WITHOUT ORLIOATION
ASSORTED.
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VARIETY OF TRIMS
WINDOW
TREATMENTS
• Venetian Blinds
• Vertical Blinds
• Austrian Shades
• Decorative Wood
• Shades
Floor Coverings
Rugs Room Size.
Carpet
Bath Room Carpets
Linoleum
Inlaid Vinyl
Vinyl Tile
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Cooks said: "Today, citizens
are tried in the news me-
dia; presumed guilty until
proven innocent; conspiracy
indictments are conjured up
in high places in govern-
ment; repression, fear and
hatred are the society's
norm. When these concur-
rent events are prefaced by
a decade of political assas-
sinations, one wonders if
it's only his individual para-
noia that cries out ... fa-
cism."
Mr. Cooks added. that
4CL C is responding to re-
pression with intensive po-
litical organizing through the
1972 elections. "We must
move and organize and agi-
tate and disrupt throughout
this natiOn to capture the
vitality of a new politics of
poor people."
KING SR, SPEAKS
In a speech to the opening
session of the 14th Annual
SCLC Convention here in
New Orleans, Dr. Martin
Luther King, Sr. —t h e
"Daddy" of the movement
— said that "America is too
ICVE livens pace
Inner-City Voter Education
Committee, the Right-On
non-partisan group, has in-
tensified their voter registra-
tion drive.
Last week at the Show-
case Club. the group spon-
sored the • "Get Involved"
fiance. It was considered a
great success with 2,000 new
voters attending. The only
admission was a voter regi-
stration card.
rcvE will resume voter
education workshops in var-
ious communities after the
September 7 deadline for
voter registration.
"Our main concern now is
getting as many potential
voters registered as possible
before September 7th," stated
Miss 51 i n erva Johnican,
Chairman of the group- -We
need more community sup-
port-churches organizations,
political c a ndidates, etc.
ICVE will be personally con-
tacting all ministers to seek
their support in helping to
make this voter registration
drive a grand success. We
just have two more weeks to
reach the unregistered vot-
ers before the books close
for the October election.
"Our most recent survey
showed that there are 80,000
eligible yet unregistered vot•
ers in the black community.
Can you imagine what an
impact it would be if we
could get these 60,000 regi-
stered?"
"After registration, the
membees of ICVE are
planning their super "Right;
Library
reopens
Main Library at ASO
Peabody re-opened its door
to the public Monday. Au-
gust 23: at 9:00 1.m,
The 135,000 sq. ft. library
has many new and expand-
ed services. Included under
New at Main are: all the
bound periodicals; Local
History Department; Genea-
logy and Family History
materials; special listening
carrels in the Air, Music;
Films Department; a special
film previewing room, and
many other new features.
A red carpet welcome
awaits you at the Main
Library, 1850 Peabody, Visit
and use your library soon
and often.
Custom *World
SHOP AT HOME. WE WILL
BRING SAMPLES AT YOUR
CONVENIENCE. LOW
PRICES. SEE US IlIfOltE
YOU BUY.
SERVICES OF OUR
INTERIOR
DICORATOR
ARE YOURS FOR
THE ASKING.
On" Political Workshop, Sat-
urday, September 7th at Le-
Moyne-Open College. We
plan to invite all the political
candidates to be introduced
to the newly enfranchised
voters and to participate
along with them in the var-
ious workshops. We hope that
from these workshops the
young people will have a
better understanding of the
candidates and of politics.
"Also a voter education
period will be included to
A
0
A
V
0
0
A
A
0
•
enlighten the young voters
on registration rules, absen-
tee ballots, election laws
etc. We are, not just en-
couraging young people to
register, we are also hoping
e to help these young people
to be ahe to cat sarfinmo-nl
are not just en-
couraging young people to
register, we are also hoping
to help these young people
to be able to cast an inform.
ed ballot. We encourage all
new voters to attend," added
damp white " He said some,
people want it that way,
"and some want it to be all
black, but both are wrong."
Dr. King said he would
continue to move across the
country in support of SCLC
and its leaOrship. Be is a
founding Board member of
the organization.
Miss Johnican.
"Although we -are non-
partisan in ICVE efforts of
registration and political
education" stet cc Mrs.
Kathryn Bowers, co-chair-
man of the group." we cer-
tainly as individuals are
supporting our individual
choices."
Anyone who has not regi-
stered can Come to 157 Pop-
lar and REGISTER NOW. . .
The deadline is Sept. 7 to
vote in the October election.
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Mayor, City to honor B.B. King-Aug. 27
•
B. B. KING
Migrate South...
19
Bond urges
black move
The future of black people in the South "is growing" but it
needs more black hands. Georgia State Representative Julian
Bond said.
Bond is one of many black spokesmen urging the return of
northern blacks to the South. "There must be a re-migration,"
Bond declares. "The blacks who are helping corporate Ameri-
ca function by posing at the desk nearest the door ought to
help us build our own neighborhood community-owned cor-
poration."
While, Bond said he was dubious of those who claim the
South is ' bilier" than the North, he urges, "Black people, come
home. We need you. We may make it on our own but your roots,
like ours, are here. Put them down again. The black soil here—
both actually and spiritually—is rich.
' "Our future is growing, but it needs a cultivation you can
help provide," Bond concluded.
Bond is one of a distinguished group of black Southerners
asked to give their subjective view points on the region of
their birth. The Editors of Ebony also asked Charles Evers.
mayor of Fayette, Miss.; John Lewis, executive director of the
Voter Education Project, Atlanta; Dr. Ralph D. Abernathy.
president of grif; Mrs. Fannie Lou flamer, vice chairman of
the Mississippi Freedom Democratic Party; and Barbara Jor-
dan, Texas State Senator.
Also responding were Dr. Benjamin Mays, chairman of the
Atlanta Board of Education; Maynard Jackson. vice mayor of
Atlanta; Dr. John Cashin, chairman of the National Demo-
cratic Party of Alabama; Dr. Norman C. Francis president of
Xavier university; Emory 0. Jackson, managing editor of the
Birmingham World; and John R, Harper II, 'president of the
Citizens' Party of South Carolina.
In a position opposite that of Mr. Bond's, Dr. Abernathy
said "I would not advise Northern blacks to migrate South at •
. this time, simply because they are likely to find the same
misery and oppression that exists in the North.
"Until the South offers more opportunities," Rev. Abernathy
continued, "I would say that black people generally need to
stay where they are, if at all possible, and organize their own
communities."
Dr. Abernathy went on to declare, "I hope that my black
brothers and - sisters in the North will recognize that they
live 'up South,' that there is no paradise now for blacks any-
where in the country, and therefore that we must all stay on
the case, wherever we are."
"I would not advise black persons in the South to migrate to
the Northern states in order to- improve their situation," said
Mrs. Hamer. "On the other hand. I feel that a person who has
lived in the South and gone North should come back to the
South."
She went on to say, "I expect a dramatic change a n d
breakthrough, because at this point people in, the South are sick
and tired of gradual changes and we will make the changes."
In the opinion of Mr. Lewis, of Atlanta's Voter Education
Project, "As we continue to progress, I think there will be a
tendency for Northern blacks to migrate to the South. I hope 
this
will not be the case. Blacks should stay where they are and ho-
'prove conditions at home. We should not seek to escape by
fleeing to other regions of the country.
He added, "My prognosis for the black South of the
 70s is
one of hope and promise. I expect to see dramatic 
changes and
these changes will come as the result of incr
eased black parti-
cipation in the political arena. Let it be said loud 
and clear,
we have not withdrawn from the struggle."
Mayor Evers cautioned, "Reverse migration of 
Northern
blacks to the South doesn't seem to promise a 
solution to our
problems at this point in our history. If the North
ern blacks
used their vote as we are beginning to do in 
the South, .great
improvements could be made."
There was some feeling among the spokesmen 
that, in gen-
eral, the South was making progress tinder the 
pressure of re-
form-minded blacks, and that Georgia had made 
the most gains.
It was universally felt, however, that the South 
had a long way
to go. .
After noting electoral victories in Alabama. 
Dr. John Cash-
in. chairmin of the National Democr
atic Party there, said.
"With such rapid change in the political clima
te of the South. a
reverse migration of blacks from the North
ern ghettos is in-
evitable and should be encouraged. It is up to 
the black lead-
ership of the South, however, to provide 
the drastic chang-
es that will bring our people black to the la
nd we paid for in
blood, sweat and tears."
On balance, the spokesmen thought the 
South offered an op-
portunity for a better future for black 
citizens. Dr. Norman
C. Francis. president of Xavier 
University, said, "We experi-
enced the South's inhumanity and 
condemn it, but I have faith
that having faced the horror of that i
nhumanity, the South has
the best chance of forging the kind of 
alllarre between blacks and
blacks, whites and whites, blacks and 
whites, haves and have-
nots to solve our problems." He 
concluded, "This decade will
see in the black South the emergence of 
a just reconstruction
which the nation as a whole might well 
emulate."
CBC lauds two
Christian Brothers College
president, Brother Malcolm
O'Sullivan t announced that
two faculty members have
been chosen Outstanding
Educators of America for
1971. They are Brother Ed-
ward Doody, chairman of
CBC's Science and Mathe-
matics Division and Dr. Van
R. Hatz, head of the college
Mathematics D e p artment.
Nominated by CRC earlier
this year, they were selected
for the honor on the basis of
their civic and professional
achievements.
Outstanding Educators of
America is an annual awards
program honoring distin-
guished men and women for
their exceptional service,
achievements and leadership
in the field of education.
Dr. Doody received his
Ph.D. from St. Louis (M0.)
Uniyersity. He has been at
CRC since 1959. Dr. Hatz
received h i s Doctorate's
from the University of Mis-
sissippi. He first came to
CRC in 1956.
Guidelines for selection
include an educator's talents
in the classroom, contribu-
tions to research, admini-
strative abilities, civic serv-
ice and professional recogni-
tion.
A "Day for the Blues'.
has been set aside for Aug.
27, by the State, County and
City. The honoree chosen
for 1971 is the Boss Man
of the Blues, B. B. King.
The program has been
further endorsed by the
Chamber of Commerce,
the Downtowner Associa-
tion and a number of other
local civic and religious
groups.
A full itinerary is plan-
ned for that day beginning
with a motorcade from the
Airport to City Hall where
B. B. will receive a Key
News from
Humbolt
By MYRTLE CHAMPION
A Fellowship Dinner was
given Aug. 12 on the lawn of
Mrs. Jennie S. Vance, in
honor of the delegates that
attended the West Tennessee
District Association, which
was held at St. James Bap-
tist Church, Aug. 9-13.
Mrs. J. H. Mathis, • Mrs.
Vella Gills, Mrs Donna Sey-
mour, Miss Mabel North-
cross, Mrs. Elnora Abbott,
Mrs. Ruthie Pearson, Mrs.
Louella T h ompson, Mrs.
Mosie Reid, Mrs. T. Hess
Wallace, Mrs. Sally Cle-
ments, Mrs. Connie Webb,
Mrs. Shirley Poston, Mrs.
David Fly,. Mrs. Louise
Howse, Mrs. Roxie Harrell,
Mrs. Blonde!' Fuller, .and
Mrs. Jennie S. Vance were
hostesses for the guests of a
total of 150 delegates attend-
ing the dinner.
• • •
Sept. 5 is the announced
wedding day of Miss Syr-
villa Claudette Jones of Hum-
boldt. Miss Jones is the
bride-elect of Mr. Manuel
Gray Smith of Chicago, Ill.
• •
Mrs. Eula Mae Taylor
Sypret of St. Louis was the
weekend guest of Miss' Ma-
bel Northcross.
Mrs. Maggie Milam of
Memphis, Mrs. Mary Sin-
clair of Detroit, and Mrs.
Fannie Williams of Chicago
were the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. John Banks.
LeRoy Champion of De-
troit (my father), along
with George Lawrence also
of Detroit (my grandfather)
were guests of mine this
week
Commerce Chamber... 
Eye food
stamp cuts
The recently-mounted push
by the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce to ban public aid
to strikers' families would,
if succe ssful, seriously
weaken the right of work-
ers to withhold their services
from an unfair employe:, an
AFL-CIO spokesman warned.
Actually, strikers and
their families have been re-
ceiving public assistance for
more than 25 years, provic:-.
ed they "meet such eligibili-
ty requirements" as speci-
fic waiting periods and proof
of need, said Leo Perlis, di-
rector of the AFL-CIO's De-
partment o I C ommunity
Services. He said that the
current drive "led by the
United States Chamber of
Commerce" is "aided and
abetted by employers . . .
who want to punish strikers''
by imposing new restrictions
on a system that is intended
to help citizens who are in
need, regardless of the
cause of their need.
Questioned by reporters on
the network radio interview
Labor News Conference, Per-
lis rejected the contention
that workers "go on strike
with the idea that they are
going t o get some money
from the government" or
public agencies.
"Workers want to work at
decent wages," he declared,
and "they strike only as a
last resort. A striker's .goal,
he added, is to "get off (pub-
lic assistance) and go back
to work as soon as possible."
Perlis agreed that there is
a need to reform the welfare
system, but that too often,
critics of the system "direct
their fire against people in
need ... against the moth-
ers of children ... against
the poor," rather than the
system itself. He said they
seem to feel that, "it's per-
fectly all right for mis-
J. Price
to exec
board
Julius E. Price, Sr., pres-
ident of Mammoth Life and
Accident Insurance Com-
pany, WRs reappointed to
the Louisville-Jefferson Coun-
ty Board of Health for a
four-year term.
The appointment was an-
nounced jointly by acting
Mayor Carroll L. Witten
and County Judge Todd
Hollenbach, who also stated
that he and Mayor Burke
had adopted a policy not
to reappoint Health Board
members for a second term,
but in the case of Mr. Price,
his services had proved of
such value to the Board
as to make him almbst
indespensible.
Mr. Price, 34, was first
appointed to the Board in
February, 1969 to fill an
unexpired term.
managed corporations to be
subsidized ... with tax
write-offs" and other mda-
sures.
"But as soon as you try
to stihsidize a hungry per-
son, they yell blue murder,"
he declared and that "makes
no sense."
Questioning Perlis on La-
bor News Conference ,a pub-
lic affairs production of the
AFL-CIO, were Murray See-
ger, Washington correspon-
dent for the Los Angeles
Times, and Harry Conn, edi-
bor News Conference, a pub-
eorporated. The interview
was broadcast Tuesday, at
9:35 p.m. (EDT), on the
Mutual Broadcasting Sys-
tem, and rebroadcast later
in the Washington, D.C.
area over WAVA-FM.
For information call, (202)
293-5010. .
King Curtis
stab victim
is buried
NEW YORK — Funeral
services for King Curtis
were conducted from the St.
and Lexington here last
Wednesday after the popular
saxophonist-bandleader was
stabbed to death on Aug. 13.
Curtis was stabbed outside
an apartment house that he
owned on West 86th at.
Police later arrested Juan
Montanez and charged him
with homicide as they claim-
ed he had drawn a six-,nch
dagger and stabbed Curtis in
the body after the latter had
asked him to stop loitering
on the stoop of an eight fam-
ily renovated brownstone
house.
According to Major Robin-
son, Curtis' public relations
representative, friends were
requested not to send flow-
ers. Instead, contributions ,
were to go to the King Cur-
tis Scholarship Fund in care
of Atlantic Records Co., 841
Broadway, New York City.
—
to the City presented by
Mayor Henry Loeb. After-
ward, a Press Conference
in City Hall.
After the Press Conference
the Motorcade will proceed
to Handy Park on Beale
where a brief ceremony
!HI
ANGELA DAVIS
ARETHA FRANKLIN
will be held with a dec-
laraiton by Rev. Jim Law-
son and a resume of the
Blues by Lieutenant
W. Lee. B. B. will pause and
place a wreath of flowers at
the Handl Memorial.
After the ceremony, B. B.
MARVIN GAYE
REV, J. JACKSON
CHICAGO — Aretha Franklin and Marvin Gaye were named
female and male Vocalist of the Year respectively Saturday
at the awards banquet of the National Association of Radio
and Television Announcers convention at the Regency Hyatt
House. Also receiving special "Golden Mike" awards were:
Angela Davis, Most Outstanding Woman of the Year, and
the Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, Humanitarian of the Year.
Black djs cite
CHICAGO — Singing stars
Aretha Franklin and Marvin
Gaye, received unanimous
kudos from the nation's
black disc jockeys when the
pair received Golden Mike
Awards for female and male
Artist of the Year.
The presentation was part
of the National Assn. of
Radio and Television An-
nouncers' annual convention
which wound up yesterday
at the Regency Hyatt House
at O'Hare.
A spokesman for NATRA
President Lucky Cordell of
Radio Station •WVON here
listed the other prize win-
ners as:
Most Promising Male
Vocalist, Bill Withers; Most
Promising Female Vocalist,
Jean Knight; Most Outstand-
ing Male Group, The Jack-
son Five; and Most Out-
standing Female Group, The
Honeycomb.
The Rev. Jesse L. Jack-
son, national director, Opera-
tion Breadbasket, and Un-
dersecretary of Labor Ar-
thur Fletcher received
Golden Mike citations. The
Mr. Jackson was cited as
the Humanitarian of t h e
Year. Fletcher was honored
for his authorship of the
controversial "Philadelphia
Plan," a system of attain-
ing racial balance in Phila-
delphia's construction indus-
try.
T h le Most Outstanding
Woman Award went to An-
gela Davis, currently on trial
for murder and kidnaping in
California.
According to the NATRA
spokesman, a standing room
only crowd witnessed t h e
event in the Hyatt House's
elaborate Rosemount Ball-
Vetsao Staut
961 E. McLEMORE
774- L458
Located on the side of Jone's Big Star. The shop is now
haylno its Back to School Special for the month of August.
Reg. $20
Permanents
• $15
Consult Miss Debra Pratcher for your manicure and all
your beauty needs.
Mrs. Laura Mclmyre, prop.,
Mrs. Matti Lockhars 8 Miss. Minnie Taylor.
room. Several of the Golden
Mike winners attended to
collect their prizes.
LEGAL NOTICETOBIDDERS
Proposals will be received by the
Memphis Housing Authority at
its office at 700 Adams Avenue,
Memphis, Tennessee, until 10
o'clock A.M., C.D.S.T., Friday,
September 3, 1971, for the fur-
nishing of the following equip-
ment F.O.B., 3716 Winchester
Road, Memphis, Tennessee, trans-
portation prepaid:
10 • 6 Cubic Yard Containers
6 -2 Cubic Yard Containers
with 6 inch rubber casters
for garbage and trash)
Specifications* are available at the
Memphis Housing Authority Of-
fice, 700 Adams Avenue,
Memphis, Tent essee.
Time of delivery must be stated
in proposal. The Memphis Housing
Authority reserves the right to
reject, any and all bid, to waive
any informality, in du 'lids and
to place the award with whom-
soever it may elect.
Address proposals to s nue' E,
Null, Memphis Housing Aathor-
ity, 700 Adams Aven'ue,Memphis,
Tennessee, and mark "BID ON
STEEL CONTAINERS FOR
GARBAGE AND TRASH."
MEMPHIS HOUSINGAUTHORITY
Otelle Ledbetter
Secreiazi 
King will proceed thru Mem-
phis on n autograph ton'.
After the tour from 5 P.M.
to 7 P.M. there will be a
Cocktail flour at the Holi-
day Inn Rivermont. At this
time, vari ous organiza
tions Avill present their
awards, etc. to B. B.
Starting at 9 P.M. the
Blues-Zettes will be present-
ed at the Club Paradise,
645 E. Georgia. The Boss
Man will take over at
10 o'clock. The Dance is
from 10 P.M. until.
U.S. to rule on Indians
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — The decision on a coast guard
station that was captured by Indians now reSts in Washing-
ton and the U. S. Justice Department will probably handle'
the. final settlement, a U. S. Coast Guard spokesman said
Tuesday.
Lt. Cmdr. Gilbert Shaw said that because of the variety
of legal problems involved, including a 103-year-old Indian
treaty, jurisdiction in the case had been switched from 9th
district headquarters in Cleveland, Ohio, to the coast
guard general consul's office in Washington.
DOVER
SEEKING A
REWARDING CAREER IN DRAFTING?
One 01 the largest employers of draftsmen
 in the th-state area has
career opening for MECHANICAL DRAFTSMAN.
Position involves preparation of complex assembly and detailed
section drawing.
Applicants should have engineering courses Including 
drafting.
Urength of materials and math through calculas.
For confidential consideration, call Carl Lay, 393-2110.
DOVER CORP.
P. O. Box 2177 Memphis, Tenn. 38102
Equal Opportunity Employer
ING BIG
THEW
YOUR QUICK LIST IS COMING. LOOK FOR IT.
(01 South Central Bell
ELLA M.
DURRETT
Our Agent
1,, .tc OF THE
MONTH
To be named -Agent of
the Month" is an honor
coveted by all of
Mammoth's r epresenti*
t Ives. Nominated as the top
sales representative in his
district, being selected is
testimony of his selling
skill and dedicated service.
This portrays Mammoth
Life's continuing effort to
provide its policyowners
-4 financial security and
protection.
Each of the nspnisentatives selected has earned
recognition for his record of achievement and
genuine concern for his clients which is typical of
Mammoth Life's Agents.
It is our privilege and pleasure to salute
Mammoth Life's "AGENT OF THE MONTH.-
MAMMOTH
LIFE & ACCIDENT INS. CO.
FREE ANGELA DAVIS
DANCE
THE LIVING ROOM
1229 MISSISSIPPI BLVD
9 to 10:00 PM MONDAY AUGUST 30th
STARRING SOUL DRIFTERS
MOLOCH
SPEAKER ROBBIE MILIAN
OF FREE ANGELA COMMITTEE
1.0
P SA1
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NAACP blasts
Nixon's stand
NEW YORK—"The Presi-
dent is indirectly responsi-
ble for tearing down the
law of the land," NAACP
Executive Director Roy Wil-
kins said on August 12 af-
ter Mr. Nixon threatened to
fire Administration personnel
who sought to impose busing
upon children beyond t he
minimum required by law.'
"The personal attitude of
the President . . . em-
boldened Governor George
Lane eyes
opening day
Lane College will offieial-
ly begin the 1971.72 school
year September 1. All of
the Faculty and many of
the staff members will par-
ticipate in a three-day work-
shop a t Montgomery Bell
INN.
The workshop will be
structured around the Self-
Study, a project Lane Col-
lege completed last Spring
for the Southern Associa-
tion of Schools and Col-
leges. Dr. Stone stated that,
"our main concern will be
focusing on ways of im-
plementing 111. recom-
mendations o f the visiting
committee of the Southern
Association, and (2) recom-
mendations carried in our
various reports." Also. at
the Faculty workshop some
time will be devoted to
studying the draft of the.
Faculty Handb ook and
Staff Manual.
Dormitories will open
at noon Saturday. Septem-
ber 4. for Freshmen. Fresh-
men OrientEftion will begin
Sunday. September 5. -
Registration will begin
Thursday. September 9th
with Freshmen registering
that day. Upper classmen
register Friday and Satur-
day, September 10 and 11.
Classes begin Monday.
September 13.
Draft eligibles get physicals
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Although it cannot induct anyone,
the Selective Service said Monday it will begin physicial
examinations Sept. 1 of the 250,000 young men who hold lottery
numbers 1 through 50 in next year's draft.
The Selective Service said it traditionally examines young
men as soon as possible so that both the men and the govern-
ment will know where they stand and can plan accordingly.
The Selective Service, however. will not be able to draft
inext year's crop of 20 year•olds until at least Jett 1.
TRI-STATE BANK
THREE LOCATIONS
213 S. MAIN — 386 BEALE — 1367 N. HOLLYWOOD
I a CompleteCourteous - ConfidentialBanking Services 
Each Depositer Insured up to $20,000
By Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Wallace to order an Ala-
bama school board to ignore
a Federal court order," Mr.
Wilkins said.
This forceful, direct lan-
guage was contained in a
telegram sent to the Presi-
dent after the Alabama
governor ordered the Bir-
mingham Board of Educa-
tion to ignore a Federal de-
legregation order and re-
assign a white girl to a school
closer to home. In issuing
his order, Mr. Wallace said
that he was "assisting" the
President.
Mr. Wallace threatened to
issue additional orders along
the same lines and said that
they will involve entire
schools rather than a single
child.
Mr. Wilkins said: "The
President's anti-busing state-
ments also directly under-
cut those courageous offi-
cials, who, often against their
personal feelings, have never-
theless devised and effected
school desegregation in' ac-
cordance with the Constitu-
tion "
The full text of Mr. Wil-
kins' telegram follows:
"NAACP suggests that, the
personal attitude of the Presi-
dent of the United States in
opposing the busing of chil-
dren to effect desegregation
in the schools has embolden-
ed Governor George Wallace
to order an Alabama school
board to ignore a Federal
court order and that thus
the President is indirectly
responsible for tearing down
the law of the land. The
President's anti-busing state-
ments also directly undercut
those courageous officials
who, often against their per-
sonal feelings, have neverthe-
less devised and effected
school desegregation in ac-
cordance with the Constitu-
tion .as interpreted by the
U.S. Supreme Court in an
unanimous opinion in "Swan
v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg
Board of Education" no later
than April. 20, 1971. We are
not prowl of our country's
Sign black architects...
Details of the $20 million, 13 year construction program
for Highland Park General Hospital are discussed by High-
land Park Mayor Robert Blackwell (left) and Nathan
Johnson, president of the architectural firm, Nathan John-
son & Associates, a Detroit based firm. When the work is
completed the facility will serve most of Highland Park
and much of Detroit.
NUL pleased
with freeze
What America needed des-
perately, and Black Ameri-
ca in particular, was bold
action on the economic front,
said Harold Sims, acting
executive director of the Na-
tional Urban League.
President Nixon has acted
boldly and forthrightly In
the interest of the overall
American community, and
although the hour is late, we
applaud him for it. "How-
ever, the action which he has
taken leaves much to be de-
sired when the special needs
of Black America are con-
sidered," he adiled.•
To create jobs by encour-
aging inudstry to spend more
for plants and equipment is
to ask the jobless and the
poor to wait a little longer.
This leaves the bulk of Black
America still waiting.
To offer tax reductions to
people who can't even pay
the taxes which they now
Rep Diggs So. African
race conditions appalling
JOHANNESBURG
(UPI) — U. S. Rep. Charles
C. DiggS, D-Mich., said his
eight-day tour of South Afri-
ca convinced him "There is
an appalling amount of raci-
al injustice" in the country.
"T here is an appalling
amount of racial injustice in
South Africa, a blatant, ever-
present and all-persuasive
discrimination, b a sed on
race, color and creed," the
black Congressman said.
Diggs, chairman of the
House Foreign Affairs Sub-
committee, on Africa, was
accompanied d u r ing his
visit by Republican Rep. Guy
Vander Jagt, also of Mick-
gan.
"We are unalterably op-
posed to racial injustice
wherever it occurs — wheth-
er in our country or in this
country." . Diggs said. "let
Veteran facts
Employment of minority
groups in the Veterans Ad-
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
NOW Live Wire Internationale, Inc.
Presents, .at Club Paradise, "THANG" - a breakfast plus enter-
tainment. Free breakfast will be served to children in the corn-
- munity between 8:00 a.m. and 9:30 a.m. Donation $1.50.
NOW W.L.O.K.
Information Center and the National Business League present
"Blacks in Business" every Sunday evening from 6 p,rn. to 6:30 1,
p.m. on radio station W.LO.K.
NOW Young men 13 years and older *4-
are invited to join the South Memphis newest boxing club, "The
South Memphis Boxing Bees." Contact D.T. Yarbrough or
Carl Mister at 942-4327.
,.August 30 OPENING OF ALL CITY SCHOOLS!
First day of classes for all pupils will be Monday, August 30th.
Septembe;
3-5
Jehovahs' Witnesses,
in this area, have planned their fall circuit assembly at Club
Paradise, 645 E. Georgia Avenue.
September The 19th Holers Golf Club
4-5 proudly announces their forth coming 6th Annual Amateur
Golf Tournament at Fox Meadows Golf Course. Registration is
open to all.
September A public meeting will be held
13-7:30 p.m. at Central High School which presents a chance fel' the public
to meet City School Board Candidates and to listen to discus-
sions of qualifications and responsibilities necessary to be a con-
tributing member of our school board.
.54fr Ec4 _
Weite eif4 111€ rflaguid 401449. 9,tived4
To list your event or activity,.
CALL 526-1278
Monday thru Friday.
BIG
STAR
ministration has reached
record proportions with a
total of 44,526 on its rolls.
In announcing the latest
available figures, Donald
E. Johnson, Administrator
of Veterans Affairs, said
that this is about 30 per cent
of VA's full time work force
of 151,616.
Of the total minority force,
Johnson said that 39.598 are
blacks; 3,270 Spanish sur-
named; 326 American In-
dians, and 1,332 Orientals.
there be no mistake about
this."
Diggs told newsmen racial
injustice in South Africa is
deeply and personally of-
fensive to us.
Crossroads Africa...
Rev, James H. Robinson (left), Executive
Director of Operation Crossroads Africa,
Inc., is shown accepting a Gulf Oil Founda-
tion check for $4,000 from Kenneth L. Haw-
topher is pastor of Cane Creek. Sbanta won
Co. Operation Crossroads Africa, a non.pro-
ft non-governmental program, began i t s
owe, is to offer pie in the
sky.
But our major concern is
whether the President's de-
cision to defer his fight for
welfare reform signals an
abandonment of his fight for
the poor.
One of the President's ma-
jor purposes is to make the
dollar more sound. No Amer-
ican can argue with such a
purpose. But if an equitable
number of those sound dol-
lars do not evenutally end
up in the pay envelopes of
poor people, America will
have won a great battle, but
it will still stand in danger
of losing a greater war.
On balance we ere pleased
to see the President recog-
nize-the serioes state of the
economy and belatedly de-
cide to act. 0
We are particularly pleas-
ed over the wage and price
freeze, since this could ena-
ble Black people to purchase
more with their limited dol-
lars. At this point we can
only hope that the Presi-
dent's bold action is the
tip of an iceberg which ul-
timately will lead to a blue-
print for the type of Ameri-
ca which the late Whitney
Young so persistently called
for — an America which
recognizes that "we are one
people with a common des-
work in 1958 and has sent more than 3,000
persons to 32 countries of Africa. Partici-
pants are selected from colleges and uni-
versities throughout North America. They
are expected to be knowledgeable on prob-
lems of U.S. race relations, labor and po-
Nice! issues.
Ask Your Mother
She Perfers
KING COTTONA
HOT DOGS?
A QUALITY PRODUCT OF THE
NAT BURING PACKING COMPANY
ENOUGH SAID!
edca0Mges
KING
COTTON
tiny, and the fate of the,man
highest will be that of the
man farthest down."
Hampton
honors
Dr. Handy
Dr. Roy D. Hudson, Pres-
ident of Hampton Institute,
announced that the Rev.
Dr. John W Handy, Jr.,
Colonel in the United States
Army, ( Ret.), Chairman,
Department of Psychology
and Director, Psychological
Services, at Hampton, has
recently received a dual
honor.
Receiving certification on
July 20, 1971, of his degree
of Doctor of Edication.
School of Education, from
the Graduate School of
the University of Colorado,
Dr. Handy has also been
appointed by the Honorable
Linwood Holton, Governor
of Virginia, on 'August 3,
of this year, as a member
of the Advisory Council on
Educational Telev is i on
for a term of four years
ending June 30, 1975.
The awarding of Dr.
Handy's doctorate will took
place at Colorado's summer
commencement exercises on
August 14.
Dr. Handy's thesis was
related to the area of
counseling psychology and
was based on the ability to
understand verbs commu-
nication and to communicate
this understanding as an
outcome of counselor edu-
cation.
Speaking about his ap-
pointment by Goy. Holton.
the Hampton Chair ma n,
Department of Psychology,
pointed out that his re-
sponsibilities would include
meeting once a month
with the Governor's advisory
council for recommendations
to educational television in
Virginia.
Obtaining his Bachelor
of Science degree from Shaw
University in • 1942, Col.
Handy went on to the Uni-
versity of Colorado to earn
his Master of Edioation
degree, in 1959, and New
York University to earn
his Master of Arts degree,
in 1961.
Originally from Harris-
burg, Pennsylvania, Dr.
Handy is married to the
former Lois E. Reed of
Lynchburg, Va., a *graduate
of Hampton Institute and
recipient of a masters de-
gree from New York Uni-
versity. He is the father of
William M. Handy and col-
lege bound Chie M. Handy,
who will be attending Michi-
gan. State Untgersity in
the fall. The mandys reside,
at 124 Diggs Drive, In
.Hampton, Va.
— ---
INVITATION FOR BIDS
The MEMPHIS HOUSING AU
THORITY will receive sealed
Bids for Demolition of build-
ings and structures for the
BEALE STREET URBAN RE.
NEWAL AREA II, PROJECT
NO. TENN.' A-11-1 and the
KANSAS STREET URBAN RE-
NEWAL AREA, PROTECT NO.
TENN. A.11-2, Area A, until
2:00 P.M., Central Daylight Sav-
ings Time, September 16, 1971,
at 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis,
Tennessee, at which time and
place all bids will be publicly
opened and read aloud.
Contract Documents, includ-
ing Drawings and Technical
Specifications, are on file at the
office of the Memphis Housing
Authority at 700 Adams Ave.,
Memphis, Tennessee.
Copies of the Contract Docu-
ments may be obtained by de-
positing 820.00 with the
MEMPHIS HOUSING AU-
THORITY for each set of docu-
'inents so obtained. Such de-
posits are not refundable.
A certified check or bank
draft, payable to the order of
the MEMPHIS HOUSING AU-
THORITY, negotiable U. S.
Government Bonds, or a ma,.
factory Bid Bond executed by
the Bidder and an acceptable
surety, in an amount equal to
ten percent (10%) of the estimat-
ed cost of Demolition exclusive
of any deductions for salvage,
shall be submitted with each
bid.
The successful bidder will be
required to furnish and pay for
satisfactory performance! ahd
payment bonds.
Attention is called tothe fact
that nor less than the rnialmum
salaries and wages as set forth in
the contract Documents must be
paid on this project and that
the Contractor rndst ensure that
employees and applicants for
employment are not discrimat-
ed against because otrtheir race,
creed, color, sex, or national
origin.
The MEMPHIS HOUSING AU-
THORITY reserves the right to
reject any or all Bids or to waive
any informalities in. the bidding.
Bids may ir 'held - by the
MEMPHIS HOUSING AU-
THORITY for a period not to
exceed thirty (30) days from
the date of the opening of Bids
lot the purpose of seviewing the
Bids and investigating the quali-
fications of the Bidders, prior to
the awarding of the Conttaa.
MEMPHIS lit/USING
A UTHORITY
Orelle Ledbetter
Secretary
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After breakfast it's all smiles...
Standing outside the Club Paradise after the breakfast
given by the Livewires of Memphis, a group of childrenpose for Mrs. Lee Terrell, a member of the group which
sponsors free
morning.
Memphis heart fund
publishes new book
Curtis Powell. Joan Bird
and Kwando Kinshasa are
three Black Panthers— each
with the ardent desire to
free the oppressed black
multitudes of this country
and the world; each charg-
ed with conspiring and
"plotting to bomb public
places."
On May 13. 1971 — after
nine months of the longest
and costliest trial in the
history of New York State
and ninety minutes • of de-
Start
tax
exams
The Memphis Area Office
U.S. Civil Service Commis-
sion, 167 N. Main st., Mem-
phis, Tenn., announced the
following additional test
dates for Tax Examiner po-
sitions with the Memphis
Service Cente r, Internal
Revenue Service, at 3131
Democrat r d ., Memphis,
Tenn.:
Saturday, Aug. 2.9, at 1
P.m
Tax Examiners work on
documents and data flowing
into, through or. merging
from the automatic data
processing system of the In-
ternal Revenue Service.
They detect, resolve, and
correct errors in data a n d
other related duties. Tax
Examiners will receive free
training with pay and de-
velopmental experience.
Tax Examiners may begin
at $94.00 per week if they
have six months office or
clerical experience er a high
school education; and at
$106.00 per week if they have
a high school education and
six months office or clerical
experience, or have one
year of office or clerical ex-
perience. The openings are
for permanent and seasonal
employment beginning in
January, 1972. Applicants
may take the test now for
January employment. Inter-
viewing will begin in Octo-
ber, 1971.
Telephone the Civil Service
Commission Office at 534-
3956 to request applications.
Walk in to the Civil Service
Examination Room, 151 An-
gelus st. to take the test on
any of the above dates and
times,
liberation by the jury —
Powell, Bird and Kinshasa
were among thirteen of the
originally indicted Panthers
to be acquitted. On Septem-
ber I, Random House will
publish the collective auto-
biography, written in prison
by sixteen members of the
"Panther 21," "Look For
Me In The Whirlwind."
Here are sixteen Black
Americans, from the streets
of Harlem to the backwoods
of North Carolina; they
are high school drop-outs
and PhD's; hustlers, pimps,
dealers, political activists.
In his introduction to the
book, Hay wood Burns,
National Director of the
National Conference of Black
Lawyers, writes: "In these
pages of the defendants of the
New York Panther trial re-
claim their personalities,
and we get to see them as
individual people . . . mem-
bers of a community that
swirls around them, pro-
tects them, fortifies them.
debilitates them, spurs
them on to action."
We hear what it was like
growing up in the black
ghetto of East Orange.
New Jersey for thirty-one-
year-old Richard Ha:ris;
breakfasts for the
we see him becoming in-
volved in the teenage gang
warfare and petty stealing
and mugging that landed
him in jail; we begin to
understand why he was
instrumental in organizing
the Black Panther Party in
New York in 1968. We share
Afeni Shakur's despair when
her best friend, eighteen
years old and pregnant,
dies from heroin in Ilarlem.
We begin to get a feeling
of why and how twenty-five-
year-ok: Kuwasi Balagoon,
son of a civil service work-
er from Lakeland Mary-
land, becomes a Black
Panther.
"Joining the Black Panther
Party was just part of au
ongoing process — a pro-
cess that, in one form of
another, will involve more
and more people," continues
Haywood Burns. "It is the
natural outgrowth of our
situation here in America
. . . with or without the
Party, the process will go
on."
"Look For Me In The
Whirlwind" o If ers some
revealing, often disturbing,
but very human insights in-
to the Black exhe:ience in
America.
children each Saturday
DEFENDER t PA(.1. •
Cairo United Front
holds Louisiana meet
On Thursday, Aug. 12,
1971 at the SCLC Annual
National Convention which
was held in New Orleans,
La.. Mrs. Clydia Koen who's
in her seventh month of
pregnancy, wife of the
imprisoned Rev. CharPs
Koen, spoke to a predomi•
nantly 
-Southern Black au-
dience of well over 10.00o
persons. Rev. Koen is near-
ing his 40th day of a spiri-
tual water fast as that was
the amount of days that
Jesus Christ himself fasted.
Of those present who
pledged their support to
the Rev. Charles Koen and
Cairo's oppressed People
were: Rev. David Aber-
nathy, president of SCLC
who stated that they would
do whatever he could to
help Rev. Koen and the
Black people of Cairo, who
have been struggling now
for the past 29 months:
Rev. .lesse Jackson, of
Operation Bread ba sket,
Mrs. Coretta King, wife of
111 14401111
Second time 'round...
Colonel Charles D. Randal (left) is seen here presenting
Master Sergeant Edward Crook, Jr., the Army Commenda-
tion Medal (second oak leaf cluster). MSG Crook is pres-
ently Chief Enlisted ROTC instructor at Alcorn ASM col-
lege.
emphians meet with NIA
With a sense of urgency.
President Leroy R. Taylor
urged his fellow members of
the National Insurance Assn.
to make drastic changes in
procedures and outlook in or-
der to remain viable exam-
pies of black entrepreneur-
ship.
During his keynote address
to delegates to the 51st an-
nual convention which met at
the Detroit Hilton, July 26-
29, he emphasized repeatedly
the need for competitive pro-
ducts, increased education
and training, and adequate
compensation for the person-
nel of all the 43 member
black-owned life insurance
companies.
Taylor is associate actuary
of North Carolina Mutual
Life Insurance co., of Dur-
ham, N.C.
After recounting how black
life insurance companies
came into being under Id-
verse circumstances and stat-
ing.that vastly changed con-
ditions would no longer sup-
port mediocrity of attitude or
performance, Taylor outlined
programs undertaken or per-
petuated during his adminis-
tration.-
Chief among thdie was the
launching of NIA corp. last
December, a corporate vehi-
cle designed to give financial
relief to members of NIA.
H.A. Gilliam Sr., chairman
of the Task Force whose
chief concern now is with ob-
taining company and individ-
ial pledges of financial back-
ing, delivered a report on the
status of the corporation
and called for across-the-
board support.
Gilliam is second vice pres-
ident-personnel administrator
of Universal Life Insurance
co. of Memphis.
Other action taken during
Taylor's administration in-
cluded support of federal
legislation proposed by the
Health Insurance Assn. of
America which would provide
expanded health care for the
nation's population; establish-
ment of an agency officer's
school for combination com-
panies, through the coopera-
tion of the Life Insurance
Agency Management assn.,
primarAy nir non winner
companies; the cootinuatim
of the Executive SemMar for
chief executive officers; and
the Joint Conference on Com-
pany Problems, co-sponsor-
ed by the American Life Con-
vention and the Institute of
Life Insurance, together with
the NIA.
At the convention's final
session Thursday, July 29,
James H. Browne, executive
vice preside nt-marking,
American Woodmen's Life
Insurance co. of Denver, was
sworn in as the 46th presi-
dent of the association.
Browne began 11,s career
in life insurance as an em-
ployee of Atlanta Life Insur-
ance co., then founded Cru-
sader Life Insurance co. of
Kansas City, Kans. of which
he was president at the time
of its merger with American
Woodmen's Life in 1969.
Other officers elected were:
1st vice president, Gerald T.
Howell, vice president-agency
director, Universal Life:
Vice President-Agency Sec-
tion, Alonzo Gary Jr., agency
director, Central Life insur-
atter co. oi Tampa. F,a :
Vice Pfc., i:cnt,Ilonni
Section. III. II,
president Afro-American Life
Insurance co. of Jacksonville,
Fla.; Secretary, Irving C.
Gayle, assistant secretary,
Gertrude Geddes Willis Life
Insurance co., of New Or-
leans; Treasurer, C.O. Hol-
lis, CLU, firstvice president-
agency director. Pilgrim
Health and Life Insurance
Co.. Augusta, Ga.
Also. Actuary, W.H. Horns-
by, III, vice president-actu-
ary, Pilgrim Health and Life;
General Counsel, J. Mason
Davis, vice nresident-gener-
al counsel, Protect ve Indus-
trial Insurance co. of Bir-
minglism.
Named to the board of di-
rectors were Anderson M.
Schweich, president. Chicagi
Metropolitan Mutual Assur-
ance ch.: Ivan J. Houston.
FLMI, president-chief execu-
tive officer. Golden State
Mutual Life Insurance co. of
Los Angeles; and W.H. Wil-
1,ams. president, Security
Life Insurance co. of Jack-
son, Miss,
the murdered Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.; Ong.
Walter Fauntroy; Rev. C. T.
Vivian; Mrs. Rosa Parks,
and Sen. Eugene McCarthy.
VETS ARRIVE
Vietnam Veterans Against
the War came to Cairo in
a convoy of five trucks, two
cars. one panel truck, and
30 people of food, clothing
and medical supplies which
have been collected by
VVAW in the New York
area. This action is part
of the "Lifeline to Cairo"
to be maintained by VVAW
and other organizations in
order t o help the United
Front sustain its boycott
in Cairo, Ill. The black
people of Cairo arc suffer-
ing from the same kind
of brutalization as the Viet-
namese people. Like the
Vietnamese people, they
have united in the struggle
against a power struc-
ture that attempts to per-
petuate their oppression by
intimidation and force.
The American govern-
ment has justified the war
in Vietnam by maintain-
ing that we are fighting
for freedom, equality a n d
the self-determination of
the Vietnamese, yet here in
America, in Cairo, are liv-
ing people who are denied
those very same rights.
The United Front is involv-
ed in a struggle to secure
human rights for the black
People of Cairo. VVAW
Coretta to Lib women:
feels that their struggle
is also our own. Brother
Al Hubbell, Nation al
spokesman of the VVAW
addressed our rally..
• •
The National Branch o f
the V.F.W. has warned the
local branch here in Cairo
on no uncertain terms that
if they would be involved
in any further racial mat-
ters, they would be dropped
from the rolls.
The local rumor here in
Cairo from the Police Coin -
m issioner Jimmy Dale
was: "There's , gonna he
some !mad "busting," ob-
viously directed at the
VVAW.
'Don't become vindictive'
Mrs. Martin Luther King,
Jr., widow of the assassinat-
ed civil rights leader, urged
the members of the Wom-
en's Liberation Movement
not to become "hitter or
vindictive" if they hope
to succeed in their fight
for equality.
In all interview published
in the current issue of Red.
hook magazine just re-
leased, Mrs. King suggested
that Women's Lib look to-
ward the Black woman for
inspiration i n c ombating
the o p p re s s ion which
exists against women to-
day.
-The Black woman has
a special role to pay." she
declared. "Our heritage iil
suffering and our experience
in having to struggle against •
all odds to raise our chit-
(Yen gives us a greater
capacity for both sufferum
and understanding,
"This has enlarged our
ability to he compassionate
We have, I think, a kind
of stamina, a determina-
tion. . wh i eh makes
strong."
Expressing the be lief
that women will become
powerful as activists and
as women as they become
involved in social issues.
Mrs. King said:
"Women in general are
not a part of the corruption
of the past, so they can
g:ve a new kind of leader-
ship, a new image for man-
kind. But if they are going
to become bitter or vin-
dictive. they are not going
to be able to do this.
"They're capable of tre-
mendous compassion. love
and forgi‘eness. which, if
they use them, can make
this a better world When
think of what some
black vs outrun haVt, :40111'
through, am!! then look at
how beautiful they still
arc," she exclaimed," -0
is incredible that tIvyi mill
believe in the values of the
race, that they have :et:lin-
ed a love of justice, that
they can still feel the deep-
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MRS. KING
est compassion, not only
for other black women,
but for anybody who is
oppressed.-
While she understands the
black woman's reluctance
to be involved in liberating
herself when all black peo-
ple are still not free, Mrs
King call in thy Redbook
interview. -We have . . .
annething . . t hat we
must preserve and pass
on.
Mrs. King. who has been
involved in several political
campaigns in the past few
years, called upon all wom-
en to become mor e in-
volved in n ak rii; the de-
cisions that will affect
their live, anil the lives
if their children.
- • --
NO BIG
THING
YOUR QUICK LIST IS COMING. LOOK FOR IT.
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save on your
utility bills
Don't leave your refrigerator
or free:er open.
It's easy to do. And before you
know it, you're in the habit of it.
Refrigerators and freezers have
to run extra time to regain cold-
ness lost while a door is open
This boosts your utility
bill that much higher
and m, salt's power,
which could be
used in other ways.
For a copy or our free bookie!, "Ten Ways
AlL
to Save on Utility Bills," call 525-8831
or write Ten Ways, MLGW. Memphrs, 38101
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Haitians fight for control
The power struggle that is flashing in the background of the
new President of Haiti, 20-year-old Jean-Claude Duvalier, Pa
pa
Doc's son, whom he had chosen for the Presidential succession,
is not a strange sequence of events. His father's ironclad ab-
solutism was bound to have an afterglow of emotion that had
been pent up for nearly two decades of a regime that mowed
down all who dared to oppose it.
The abrupt resignation of the President's sister, Mrs. Marie-
Denise Dotninque as personal secretary to her brother, brin
gs
to the surface a dispute that had been brewing between Mr
s.
Dominique and the ambitious, power-hungry Lieut. Col. Luck-
ner Cambronne.
Mrs. Dominique has been influential in preserving the peace-
ful succession and in, steering Haiti's new course toward
 inter-
national respectabilty since the death of Francois Duvalier 
in
April. It was not known whether the Haitian Army would 
throw
its lot with the Duvalier family or with Col. Cambronne.
Unless the Colonel has the backing of the 5.000-man Arm
y,
he is likely to end up in jail or in exile. It was a tribute to Papa
Doc's genius as an organizational leader, though much 
assailed
by the international press, that during his 15-year rei
gn all
attempts at dethroning him failed miserably and no
 local
mounting of a full scale revolution ever got off the 
ground.
Haiti is not a happy, peaceful nation. Its origin is 
rooted
deep in revolution, blood and death. It is a tragic 
tradition with
eternal dark forebodings. Papa Duvalier is now dead. 
His once
powerful hands can no longer still the rushing waters of 
revolu-
tion. The ebb and flow of the tide of irrepressible e
vents and
the irreversible course of history are pressing down 
on the fate-
ful destiny of this blood-soaked Caribbean island.
Moon and social gains?
Now that Apollo 15 is back on planet earth, with its missi
on
accomplished with much shouting and hysterical joy, men of
thought and vision, concerned with the disturbing realities 
facing
our world, cannot help from wondering how to measure 
the find-
ings on the moon in terms of social gains.
Tom Wicker of the New York Times makes this importa
nt
point. He says the skills and man power of the aerospa
ce in-
dustry ought steadily to be diverted by government i
nducement
into housing, transportation, ecological and other 
important
earthly concerns. It is Mr. Wicker's contention, with 
which we
heartily agree, that the nation would have as much 
engineer-
ing talent, technical knowledge and experience in applyin
g both
to complex problems had it not been for money and effo
rt and
political support that has gone into the space program.
Landing on the Moon remains an achievement of extrao
r-
dinary human ingenuity and courage. The mission cost $445,000,-
000. The government has never tried to solve its social
 prob-
lems with the same energy and effort it applied to gett
ing to
the Moon.
Good luck, Mr. Dorn
The announcement of the selection of Stephen E. Dorn 
as
executive director of Provident hospital is of importa
nce to
all citizens of the black community. Provident is an 
institution
with a great history of distinguished service to all of
 us.
In his interview with the Daily Defender, Mr. Dorn state
d:
"After I know what I'm doing. I can get down to the 
job of
helping create an institution responsive to tne needs of t
he pa-
tients — and the needs of the community." He follows 
in the
footsteps of a man, Clyde Reynolds, who shared this vi
ew and
did a commendable job toward these ends.
Provident is in great need of financial support from t
he
total community and especially the black community. Its 
pro-
gram of expansion and development must go for
ward. We
wish to assure Mr. Dorn that the Daily Defender will 
do its
part in cooperating with all constructive programs 
which will
broaden and improve the health services available to our co
m-
munity.
In promising full support to the new director, we beli
eve
that all the community joins in this pledge and constructive
point of view. Congratulations to you, Mr. Dorn, and may y
ou
have good luck besides.
My view
Nixon's busing stand
a threat to education
By DR. BENJAMIN E. MAYS
If legal segregation in the public
schools is inherently inferior as the May,
17, 1954 session of the U.S. Supreme
Court declared, is defacto segregation
equally inferior? If the answer is "yes,"
what about the defacto segregated
schools in the north and in the south?
I understand that there are all black
schools or virtually all black schools in
Los Angeles. Chicago, Cleveland; N e w
York. Philadelphia, Newark, Baltimore,
Atlanta, New Orleans and other large
cities across the nation.
Despite the Swann case handed down
by the Supreme Court. April, 20, 1970 in
which busing is permissible by a city in
order to achieve racial balance, t h e
trend toward all white or all black
schools will hardly subside as long as the
President of the United States set him-
self up as the Supreme Court to decide
that busing must be kept to the minimum
Sr required by law!
The President himself stepped in to
stop massive busing in the Austi n,
Tex, case. The Austin case is being ap-
pealed at the request of the President.
(See New York 'nines, Aug. 8).
It is conceivable that we will end up
with only token integration in many plac-
es despite orders by the Supreme Court
to the contrary. Let us take a look at
Washington. D.C. Washington was one of
the few cities, along with Louisville, Ky.,
that desegregated its public schools im-
mediately after the Brown case in 1954.
And yet Washington. D.C., is the most
segregated school system in the United
States and it is the nation's capital, the
seat of Congress and the home of t h e
U.S. Supreme Court.
Wouldn't it have been wonderful.
since Washington is a federal city, if the
U.S. government had made it the model
city in school desegregation? Now that
Washington is just about an all-black
school system, is the public school edu-
cation in Washington inherently inferior?
There is great danger that other cit-
ies will follow Washington — become all
black with a black president of the
Board of Education, a black superinten-
dent, a majority of members on t h e
boards black and a black student body.
Are we doomed to have inherently infer-
ior education for blacks in our public
schools? I wonder what can we do?
We need to look beyond court deci-
sions and ask what are the consequences
of trying to implement federal decrees?
The Supreme Court can hand down deci-
sions, hut the Supreme Court could not
stop white folks from fleeing to Virginia
and Maryland and could not stop Wash-
ington from becoming a black school sys-
tem. The Supreme Court sits in Wash-
ington, but it is absolutely helpless to do
anything about the re-segregation of the
schools in Washington.
The Supreme Court will be equally
helpless as other cities follow Washing-
ton's footsteps, so we need a conference
to study the impact of resegregation on
quality education. I do not believe that
there is a single city. state or county
government in the nation dominated by
whites which would have the interest in
an all-black school system that it would
have in one that is all-white or mixed.
Point of View
BLACK CANDIDATES
It's a good thing for Memphis that
so many black individuals are express-
ing aspirations for public office.
It is a had thing for Memphis if
these black aspirants are unable to es-
tablish good reasons why they as indi-
viduals are fit for office. Most of them
have not presented too many good rea-
sons why they should be considered fa-
vorably.
This is not to say that they are not
fit. No doubt, many, or perhaps most
of them have something to offer to the
public good. But is not good to vote for
a black candidate because he is black.
That's just like saying trade with a black
merchant because he is black. That
means to overlook the quality of his
goods, the efficiency of his service, or
the level of his prices. From this point
of view it is too much to ask of a man
to tell him to let him exploit you . .
let him use you, because he is your col-
or.
This same principle holds in t
matter of deciding to vote for or vo;
against a black candidate for politic
office.. His being black does riot guaran-
tee that he is worth a
The black electorate of Memphis
would do well to consider this point of
view. The black voters of Memphis and
anywhere else - n this nation would do
themselves a favor if they look closely
at anyone who is trying to win their
vote. Some questions ought to be asked.
For instance, what does this man or
woman stand for . . . advance of him-
self. or advancement of the race as a
whole? . Is he or she running for of-
fice to fulfill a personal ambition . . .
or is he or she trying to help us all?
Is this person resolved to help other
blacks by unifying them . . or is he
or she trying to build a bla..k organiza-
tion that will make him a personage to
be considered by the white power struc-
ture?
From this point of view, it is all
right . . . it is good for blacks to run
for political office on any level. Bu' the
big question the rest of us blacks should
ask him is . . Say, Man why are you
running?". His answer or lack of a sen-
sible answer should tell you millions.
Now, whatehubet!
National hotline
tl
By DIG(.S DATROOTH
,flietribeted by Sn•egenteke leewspspere)
WASHINGTON —
The National Bar As-
sociation. that organi-
zation of black law-
yers who just conclud-
ed their meeting in At-
lanta. Ga., is deeply
concerned about t h e
status of bar examina-
tions across the coun-
try. The association is
establishing a commit-
tee which will take an
indepth look at the kinds of qualifications
placed on young blacks who go before
the bar in their respective state s.
Some lawyers in the meetings contended
that examinations are rigged against
black students by the very nature of
their structure. The association sowed As
maturity by shelling out $2.500 for the
defense of Angela Davis on trial in Cali-
fornia for murder. Miss Davis, the pret-
ty college professor and an admitted
communist, has charged that she is a
political prisoner. It is felt that the laws
under which she is charged are actually
unconstitutional. The NBA took note of
the fact that she is being held in pre-trial
detention for an "unprecedented period
of time."
TRENDS AND THINGS: The Ford
Foundation has announced grants to five
community development Programs in mi-
nority areas 3f the country. The Founda-
tion's announcement represents a shift in
thrust for the agency, considered t h e
granddaddy of them all. Ford is fund-
ing business ventures for blacks and In-
dians as well as the training of leader-
ship persons. Look for other foundations
to follow Fords lead in this regar d.
More and more funds will be directed
toward strengthening the economy of
minorities rather than many of the here-
tofore pie-in-the sky programs ... Mar-
shall Bass, R. J. Reynolds' top black
went out to Philadelphia and told t h e
black medics that business will assume
even larger roles in social development.
Bass speaks with some degree of authori-
ty. His company, Reynolds has moved
affirmatively in this regard.
• • •
MORE TID BITS: Send a card to
ehilip Morris' Herb Wright recovering,
from surgery at New York Hospital. Do-
ing fine J mmie Booker is handing
out advice to Sen. Ed Muskie. He would
do well to listen closely. . Stephanie
Clark, last year's Miss Black America
and a D.C. girl, found her shaved head
tamed some of her admirers off.
Black family strength
report cheers crowd
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
NEW STARS A 'COMIN'
Nominated for Brigadiersin the
Army, but yet to have their stars pinned
on are Col. Roscoe L. Cartwright, Office
of the Assistant Chief for Force Develop-
ment; Col James F. Hamlet, Aviation
Group, Vietnam; and Col Oliver W. Dil-
lard, Office of the Chief of Staff.
When they have been fully inducted, this
will bring the number of Black General
staff officers throughout the Armed Serv-
ices to eight. The others already on
board include Major General Frederick
Davidson, Army; Brigadier Gen. Daniel
"Chappie" James. Air Force; Admiral
Samuel Gravely U.S. Navy; Benjamin L.
Bunton, Army Reserve and C. Bryant
Cunningham, Adjutant General of the
D. C. National Guard. This leaves t he
Marine Corps as the be branch of the
services without a black staff officer.
There are about a half dozen black lieu-
tenant colonels in the Marines. so it may
be a long time before any break through
is made here. Benjamin 0. Davis Jr.
USAF Rel, holds the rank of three star
Lieutenant General.
EPISCOPAL SPLIT ON RACE
Bishop John Burgess of the Episco-
pal Diocese of Massachussetts h a s pri-
vately expressed concern that the Church
is heading towards a split as serious as
that which divided the Methodist Church
in the Civil War - this time on the
touchy issue of church funds being chan-
neled into social action programs for
Blacks and other minorities. Southern
churchmen under pressure of the laity
are making strong objections and are
threatening to break away to form their
own jurisdiction. In the North. some
wealthy contributors are holding b a e k,
not only on the racial subject, but on
such programs as drug addiction and
legal aid because they think these are
too radical. A particularly explosive item
is donation of the defense of Angela
Davis.
NEW DRIVE FOR HOME RULE
D. C. Congressman Walter E. Faun-
troy and Sen. Edward Brooke of Mas-
sachussetts have formed a bi-partisan
coalition to make a new push for Home
Rule for the District of Columbia. Over
25 national organizations have responded
to their letter. pledging their support.
Michael Beard, former Executive Direc-
tor and lobbyist for World Federalist
Youth, has been retained as the execu-
tive director for the coalition. Among the
supporters are Common Cause; Ameri-
cans for Democratic Action; American
Civil Liberties Union; Association of Stu-
dent Governments; National Alliance of
Postal and Federal Employees; U. S.
Being Frank
Conference of Mayors; Leadership Con-
ference on Civil Rights; National Educa-
tion Association; American Federation of
State. County and Municipal Workers and
the American Jewish Committee,
INTERESTING ITEMS
Mrs. LaGretta Butler, a native of
Washington, 112.s been named Equal Em-
ployment Opportunity Officer for Inter-
national Operations of Action. the new
agency formed from the combination of
the Peace Corps and VISTA (Volunteers
in Service to America.) Collins Reynolds,
a former Black executive with the
General Learning Corporation has been
named Peace Corps Country Director for
Sierra Leone. Carmen Olguin, was named
Director of Chicano Recruiting for t he
Peace Corps. Mrs. Romana A. Banuelos,
Founder a nd President of Ramona's
Mexican Food Products, will become the
next Treasurer of the United States, the
first Mexican American to hold the post.
She started her business in Los Angeles
22 years ago with a 6400.00 investment.
It now grosses $5 million annually.
COMING EVENTS
The showdown to get cease and de-
sist powers for the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission gets under way
Sept. 15 when the bill goes to the House
floor. EEOC Commission member Col-
ston Lewis wants it emphatically stated
that he has always supported cease and
desist authority. But Chairman William
H. Brown III still favors going the court
route to settle complaint cases. Welfare
Reform is in serious trouble with the
AFL-C10 splitting from the Leadership
Conference on Civil Rights to support a
lower ceiling and the Black Caucus ne-t-
tled with the NAACP's Roy W cins f 0 r
taking issue with their support of the Na-
tional Welfare Rights Organization call
for a $6500 minimum guaranteed income.
. Off to Canada at the invitation of the
government is a troupe of 160 young
black and white performers of the street
theatre production of Esteban. a one-act
morality play written especially for them
by Actress Geraldine Fitzgerald. The
productions will take place in Montreal.
Toronto and Ottawa. When the project
faltered for lack of funds for transporta-
tion, New York's Senator Jacob K. davits
stepped in and persuaded the Air Force
to fly the group to Canada in return for
a promise to stop off at Goose Bay. La-
brador to put on a performance for U. S.
servicemen stationed there, The brain
behind the whole idea is 24-year old
Peggy Cooper. a George Washington Law
School Graduate who is leading a drive
to establish a high school for the arts in
Washington.
Dr. Robert B. Hill
on the black family
By FRANK L. STANLEY
Of all the many illuminating speech-
es and reports presented at the fist An-
nual Conference of the National Urban
League in Detroit. the one that received
the broadest publicity — certainly the
most editorial comment was Dr. Robert
B. Hill's statement on "The Strengths of
Black Familiei."
Dr. Hill's report was well timed be-
cause the U.S. Department of Labor and
other federal agencies have just releas-
ed figures on their latest studies tendiqg
to show that the black family is deterior-
ating trscreasingly.
But contrary to these figures a n d
popular beliefs it was pointed out that
Black wives, although strong and re-
sourceful, are not domineering "matri-
archs."
They provide needed economic as
well as emotional support to their fam-
ilies, although their earnings are much
less than their husband's and the addi-
tional income is often essential for t h e
survival of their family.
Quoting Dr. Hill directly:
"Most discussions of Black families
in current literature tend to focus on in-
dicators of instability and weaknes s.
With the exception of a few scholars,
most social scientists continue to po r-
tray black families as disorganized,
pathological and disintegrating."
"This preoccupation with pathology
in most research on black families has
obscured some fruitful avenues of inves-
tigation. We contend that examining the
strengths of black families can contri-
bute at least as *much towards under-
standing and ameliorating some social
problems as examining their weakness-
Here's how Dr. Hill describes t h e
strengths of black families:
1. Contrary to the widespread belief
in a 'matriarchy' among blacks, our
findings reveal that most black families,
whether low-income or not, are charac-
terized by an "Equalitarian' pattern in
which neither spouse dominates, is u t
share decision-making and the perfor-
mance of expected tasks.
2. National earnings data do not sup-
port the popular conception that wives'
earnings in most low-income black fam-
ilies are often greater than the husbands.
Recent Bureau of Labor Statistics data
indicate that in $3S per cent of the black
families with incomes under $3.000, the
husband's earnings surpassed the wife's.
Thus, contrary to the stentitypes of
black men as 'weak,' irresponsible,' and
'peripheral,' the husband is the main
provider in the overwhelming majority
of black families, whether low-income or
not.
3. Most black babies born out-of-wed-
lock are kept by parents and relatives,
while most white babies born-out-of-wed-
lock are given away. In 1969. about 90
per cent of the black babies born out-
of-wedloic, compared to only 7 per cent
of the white babies born out-of-wedlock
were kept by the parent and kin in exist-
ing families. On the other hand, 67 per
cent of the out-of-wedlock white babies.
hut only 7 per cent of the out-of-wedlock
black babies were formally adopted or
placed.
4. Contrary to the belief that depen-
dency is characteristic of most families
headed by women, recent Census Bureau
data indicate that two-thirds of the wom-
en heading black families work — most
of them full-time.
5. Our study found that most asser-
tions about widespread desertion in black
families are not based on actual deser-
tion rates. In fact, recent HEW data re-
veal that not even the majority of AFDC
families can be characterized as 'desert-
ed:' only one-lifth of the black families
receiving AFDC in 1969 we're so describ-
ed
6. The high achievement orientation
of low-income black families is reflected
in the large numbers of college students
from these families that attend college.
For example, three-fourths of the blacks
enrolled in college in 1970 came from
homes in which the family heads had no
college education. Thus, the overwhelm-
ing majority of black college students do
not come from so-called 'middle-Jass'
homes with college-educated parents.
In addition to the above Dr. Hill cit-
ed a recent analysis by Hyman a n d
Reed who found virtually no difference
between the cesponses about family de-
cison-making omong blacks and whites.
The H&R report says: "For example.
in response to a question about w h
makes the important family decisions
among blacks. 28 per -cent said it was
the father, compared to only 14 per cent
who said it was the mother. Similar re-
sults were obtained for whites: 23 per
cent said it was the father, while 13 per
cent said it was the mother. The fact that
a majority of blacks and whites failed to
encase either parent suggest that 'nom
was a more common response; thus an
equalitarian family pattern is implied."
The report further points out that il-
legitimacy is no longer a growing prob-
lem among blacks and provides figures
which show that while illegitimacy is
steadily declining among blacks, the ille-
gitimacy rate among whites have been
steadily increased.
The above documentation is direct
refutation of Patrick,Moynihan's 198$ re-
port which incorrectly concluded that the'
Negro family .n America is falling apart.
For as Andrew Billingsley said In h
"Black Families 'n White America"
(1968) "Negro families have shown an
amazing &Why to survive in the /ace of
impossible conditions. They have also
shown remark3ble abilly to take the
barest shreds of opportunity and turn
them into the social capital of stability
and achievement."
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The big parade
Dr. Onabanjo
sees a new
black view
By LOUIS MARTIN
My summer holiday up north in
the Wisconsin woods was made
doubly delightful by the presence of
my learned Nigerian friend, Dr.
S. 0. Onabanjo. We were in Chip-
pewa country and often, while he
talked away, we scouted for Indian
arrowheads, the mementos of a
vanished people who no longer roam
the hills and valleys of that green
land.
You black Americans are be-
ginning to climb down from cloud
nine," he said. I wondered what he
meant.
He was delighted to explain. "I noticed that at the
big dinner your black Congressmen, the Black Caucus,
held in Washington most of the speakers struck a new
note," he began.
"That chap Ossie Davis made a speech in which
he inferred that now is the time for you blacks to
make plans rather than rest your case on dreams.
He was not against dreaming. But he called for a plan
of action. He got great applause as he hit the note of
reality.
"Most of the folks at the dinner were practical,
political people. They have learned how to get things
done." Dr. Onabanjo continued.
"Another development that interested me", he
said," was the effort you folks made to find a leader
who could wear the mantle dropped by Whitney
Young. I can't tell you how heavy my heart was when
I first heard that Whitney met death in the waters of
my .country.
"The chap that was finally chosen to succeed
Whitney, Vernon Jordan. seems in a way to symbolize
the new black American of this generation. I noticed
that he was a civil rights lawyer in Georgia and he
got his organizational experience by heading that mas-
sive voter registration effort of the Southern Regional
Council.
"That kind of grass roots work with deprived and
powerless people who live in the most oppressive cli-
mate of your country must have given Jordan a real
education. In one way I believe that registration of
those hundreds of thousands of Southern blacks is
just about the most constructive development of the
1960s. It is fine to talk of black power but when you
put that vote in the hands of blacks, you give them a
tool with which true power can be built.
"I have noticed too that your friend, James Mere-
dith, has decided to take his family back Sou t h.
More and more I hear that you blacks are re-examin-
ing, reassessing the so-called Yankee brand of liberal-
ism.
"All of these developments suggest to me that
there is a new concern for reality among you. Your
people have been to the mountain top and heard the
intoxicating rhetoric of your gifted leaders like the
late Dr. Martin Luther King. This was a fine thing.
It helped give you a new spirit.
"Now, however, all of you seem to be getting
more sober. You seem ready at last to deal with the
tough, everyday realities. I believe you chaps are
about at the point when you can work together toward
some very practical goals.
"There was romance in your civil rights revolution.
Indeed, some of your black leaders were in love with
struggle itself. They hungered more for applause than
for concrete action. That was a stage in your develop-
ment.
"You chaps discovered, as I knew you would,
that nothing anyone can say will really stop people
from hurting. Now you know you have got to do some-
thing concrete and practical to stop this hurting.
"By organizing yourselves politically, pooling your
dotlars and getting yourselves together in a planned
manner, you black Americans can, as Dr. King used
to say, really overcome."
Insurance society has
$600 million increase
MADISON, Wis. — CUNA
Mutual Insurance Society in-
creased its insurance-in-
force by more than $600 mil-
lion during the first half of
the year and expects the to-
tal increase for 1971 to ex-
ceed $1 billion.
C. F. Eikel, Jr., president
and chief executive office:,
reported to the quarterly
meeting of the board of di-
rectors here that the So-
ciety's insurance-in-force in-
creased $613 million dur-
ing the six-month period end-
ed June 30, and said "indi-
cations are that substantial
increases will continue for
the balance of the year,
leading to another yearly in-
crease in coverage, exceed-
ing a billion dollars."
The Society had coverage
increases of at least $1 bil-
lion in six of the past seven
years. However, an increase
of only $41 million in the
first quarter had raised
doubts about reaching that
level in the current year.
The six-month increase of
5613 million is 56 per cent
greater than the figure re-
ported for last year's first
half and brought total con-
erage to $16.1 billion, a new
record. on June 30.
Memory of a great lady...
Albert Bethune, Sr., SIIII of the school's
founder presents his mother's walking cane
to Mrs. Henries W. Banks, Dean of Women
and Dr. Florence Roane, Chairman, Divi-
sion of Education, during the Founder's
Meniphians
in uniform 1
Birthday Memorial Service where M r s.
Banks was keynote speaker. The cane, a
gift from the late President Franklin Roo-
sevelt will he on display in the Bethune
Foundation.
ING IBIG
THING
YOUR QUICK LIST IS COMING. LOOK FOR IT.
@ South Central Bell
Any way you lry
Armour Treel tastes good
Everybody seems to like it
Treet is all sugar-cured
good Armour meal
IIIIYIT.TRYIT.
Dr. Codwell
elected
chairman
WASHINGTON. D.C. — Dr.
John E. Codwell, area super-
intendent. Houston Tex., In- .
lependeni School District,
has been eected chairman
of the Board of Directors of
the islatlonst Council on Edu-
cating the Disadvantaged, in
an organizationa meeting at
Howard University.
Other officers elected in-
clude Dr. Lloyd Elliott, pres-
ident of George Washington
.miversity, v e-hairman;
and Dr. James E. Cheek,
president of Howard Univer-
sity, s. cretary -treasurer.
The directors elected Dr.
Delyte W. Morris as execu-
', live director of the Council
)and Dr. James Herrick Hall
s resources coordinator. Dr.
-"forris, president emeritus of
: uthern Illinois University,
' '..gad served as chairman of
the plann ng and Develop-
'ment Committee.
• • •
Organized to implement co-
.',opetative university pro-
. exam* for the improvement
cif education for the disad-
vantaited. the National Coun-
cil on 'Educating the Disad-
vantaged, will attempt to
riase over a five
year pe tod during which
time some 40,000 teachers
will be trainAct especially to
help with the ',education of
500.000 disadvantaged youth
in 25 states, including. Mary-
land, Virginia, Diatriet of
Columbia, Mississippi„ .111i-
nois, Missouri, and other,
areas of Appalacia and the
Mississippi delta.
The Nat i onal Council
through its local and regional
affiliates, will attempt to co-
ordinate the existing pro-
grams of state and local
school systems and universi-
ties in the areas of education
for the disadvantaged. The
program also will develop
techniques and special post-
graduate training for stu-
dents. teachers, supervisors,
and parents of disadvantaged
children.
Other members of the
Board of Directors include:
Dr. Howard WiLson, associ-
ate superintendent for In-
struction in the Arlington
County (Virginia) Public
Schools; D r J . Lloyd
Trump, associate secretary,
National AM., of Secondary
School Principals, Washing-
ton, D.C.; Dr. Walter Wash-
ington, president, Alcorn
A&M college, Lorman, Miss.
and Dr. Kenneth Williams,
preside'nt Wins ton-Salem
State University, Winston-
Salem, N.C.
The organization was in-
corporated in Washingtotn,
D.C., on July 26, 1971 with
Doctors James E. Cheek,
Howard A. Dawson, Lloyd
H. Elliott, James Herrick
Hall, Delyte E. Morris, and
3. Lloyd Trump as incorpora-
tors.
BUY
U.S.
BONDS
JERRY CRITE
Airman Jerry L. Crite, son
of Mrs. Ella J. Neal of 855
Birch St., Memphis, has re-
ceived his first U. S. Air
Force duty assignment after
completing basic training at
Lackland AFB, Tex. The
airman has been assigned to
a unit of the Strategic Air
Command a t Kin cheloe
APB, 'Mich., for training and
duty as a vehicle operator.
Airman Crite is a 1971 grad-
uate of Memphis Technical
High School.
EDDIE TAYLOR
Airman Eddie L. Taylor,
whose former guardian is
Ben Taylor of 548 Noncon-
nah Road. Memphis, has
graduated at Sheppard AFB.
Tex., from the U. S. Air
Force medical administrative
specialist course.
The airman, who was
trained to maintain medical
and veterinary records, is
being assigned to Clark AB,
BOOSTER MURRAY
Cadet Murray is a mem-
ber of the AFROTC unit at
Tennessee State University.
He is a '69 graduate of Gee-
ter High School.
RICK WAFFORD
Airman First Class Ricky
J. Watford, son of Mr. a nit
Mrs. Leon Wafford of 922
Joseph Pl., Memphis. Tenn..
is on duty at Bien Hoa AB.
Vietnam.
Airman Watford is a se-
curity policemansWith a unit
of the Pacific Air Forces,
headquarters for air opera-
tions in Southeast Asia. the
Far East and Pacific area.
He previously served at
Whiteman AFB, Mo.
The airman is a 1968 grad-
uate of Manassas High
School.
MELVIN BAUSLEY,
Airman Melvin Bausley.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Freddie
Bausley of 885 Mason, Mm-
phis. has received his first
U. S. Air Force duty assign-
ment after completing basic
MELVIN BEASLEY
is headquarters for air opera-
tions in Southeast Asia, the
Far East and the Pacific
area.
The sergeant, who atended
Booker T. Washington High
School, served at Yokota AB,
Japan, nrior to his arrival in
Vietnam.
His wife is the former
Yoneko Tezuka.
LARRY THOMAS
Larry W. Thomas son of
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson E.
Thomas of 1707 Oak Hill
Road, Germantown, Tenn.,
is participating in a U. S. Air
Force Re se rve Officers
Training Corps (AFROTC)
field training encampment at
Otis AFB, Mass.
During the encampment,
cadets become familiar ,with
the life and activities on Air
Force bases and can examine
career opportunities in which
they might wish to serve
as officers.
Other highlights of the
course include survival train-
ing, aircraft and aircrew in-
doctrination, s m all ar ms
training and visits to other
Air Force bases.
Cadet Thomas is a member
of the AFROTC unit at the
University of Tennessee. He
is a '69 graduate of M. C.
Williams High School.
TERI LAMOTHE
Te r es i t a C. Lamothe.
Philippines, for duty with a
unit of the Pacific Air
Forces,
Airman Taylor, a 1969
graduate of Mitchell High
School, attended Tennessee
State University.
ROBERT GREEN
Robert C. Green, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W.
Green of 894 Hale Road,
Memphis. is participating in
a U. S. Air Force Reserve
Officers Training Corps
(AFROTC) field training en-
campment at Grissom AFB,
Ind.
During the encampment
cadets become familiar with
the life and activities on Air
Force bases and can examine
career opportunities in which
they might wish to serve as
officers.
Other highlights of the
course include survival train-
ing, aircraft and aircrew .0-
doctnnation. small arms
training and visits to other
3, B. BLAND
training at Lackland AFB.
Tex.
The airman has been as-
signed to a unit of the Stra-
tegic Air Command at. Loring
AFB, Maine. for training
and duty as a security po-
liceman. Airman Bausley is
a 1970 graduate of Booker T.
Washington High School.
J. B. BLAND
Airman J. B. Bland, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Willie B.
Bland of 1053 Faxon, Mem-
phis, has received his first
U. S. Air Force duty assign-
ment after completing basic
training at Lackland AFB
Tex. The airman has been
assigned to a unit of the
Tactical Air Command at
Homestead AFB. Fla.. for
training and duty as an ad-
ministrative specialist. Air-
man Bland is a 1970 graduate
of Booker T. Washington
High School,
EARI. EVERETT
Sergeant Earl Everett. son
of Mr. and Mrs. Estell
MORRIS HARRIS
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
George A. Lamothe of 4993
Versosa St., Memphis, has
been promoted to airman
first class in the U. S. Air
Force.
Airman Lamothe, an ad-
ministrative specialist at
Peterson Field, Colo., serves
with a unit of the Aerospace
Defense Command which pro-
tects the U. S. against hostile
aircraft and missiles.
The a i rman graduated
from Immaculate Conception
High School in 1969 and at-
tended Miller Hawkins Busi-
ness College.
Air Force bases.
Cadet Green is a member
of the AFROTC unit at Mem-
phis State University. lie is
'68 graduate of Whltehaven
High School,
BOOOTER MURRAY, IR
Booster Murray Jr.; son of
Mrs. Johnny M. Murray of
1078 W. llolmes Road, Mem-
phis, Tenn., recently com-
pleted a U. S. Air Force Re-
serve Officers Training Corps
(.AFROTC) field training
encampment at Charleston
AFB, S. C.
During the encampment,
cadets become familiar with
the life and activltes on Air
Force bases and can examine
career opportunities in which
they might wish to serve as
officers.
Other highlights of the
course include survival train-
ing, aircraft and aircrew in-
doctrination, small arms
training and visits to other
Air Force bases.
TERESITA LAMOTHE
Everett of 1315 Breedlove St..
Memphis. Tenn., has arrived
for duty at George AFB,
Calif.
Sergeant Everett. a wea-
pons specialist, is assigned to
a unit of the Tactical Air
Command which provides
combat units for air support
of U. S. ground forces.
The sergeant. who pre-
viously served at U-Tapao
Airfield. Thailand, is a 1966
graduate of Rosa Fort High
School, Tunica. Miss. He
holds an associate of arts
degree in mathematics from
Coahoma Junior College,
Clarksdale, Miss.
LEON SMITH( JR.
V. S. Air Force Staff Ser-
geant Leon M. Smith Jr. of
2239 Pine Hill Place. Mem-
phis, Tenn., is on duty at
Phan Rang AB. Vietnam.
Sergeant Smith. son of Mr.
and Mrs. Leon M. Smith Jr..
is an administr.ative special-
ist assigned to a unit of the
Pacific Air Forces, PACAF
JERRY CRITF
MORRIS HARRIS
Airman Morris A. Harris,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Harris of. 1125 S. Cooper,
Memphis, has received his
first U. S. Air Force duty as-
signment after completing
basic training at Laekland
AFB, Tex.
The airman has been as-
signed to a unit of the Stra-
tegic Air Command at Barks
dae AFB. La., for training
and duty as a law enforce-
mentspecialist.Airman
Harris is a 1969 graduate of
Douglas High School, Rapid
City, S. D.
Postal union
asks home rule
The National Alliance of
Postal and Federal Employ-
ees representing some 45,000
postal and federal employ-
ees, with many thousands
located in the District, has
instructed its 141 locals
through out the nation to
make immediate contact
with their senators and local
congressmen, urging them to
support home rule for the
District of Columbia.
It is the belief of Mr. Ro-
bert L. White. Alliance Na-
tional President that home
rule is needed to give 'irst
class citizenship to the
cesidents of the district. It
is further believed that
home rule is needed to per-
petuate the American sea y
of life :a the n di of the
majority, determining its
own destination under the
guidelines of the constitu-
tion.
i+441.
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Primarily For and About t‘Women
Contempora
by
ERMA LEE LAWS
Women's Editor
"Ah, great it is to believe the dream
As we stand in youth by the starry stream;
But a greater thing is to fight life through;
And say at the end. "The dream is true!"
Edwin Markham
Reunions . . . Family, and The Like . .. The Cox
family held their family reunion down in Sardis,
Mississippi where the fishing was good for those
sportsmen anxious to cast . . . folks came from all
over to the an approximate total of two hundred . . .
Peggy and Harper Brewer were hosts to her parents.
Fletcher and Earlene Cox and their daughter Georgia
from Detroit and her aunt and uncle and cousin,
Talcum and Edith and their Lavern Cox all from
Chicago.
And the family of Willie Lindsey, Sr., converged
ing with her family clan who got together in Millington
to the tune of five hundred family folk, one faintly
unit had five generations present.
And the family of Willie Lindsey, Sr., converged
on him for an impromtu reunion . . Roberta and
Jody Smith came from Ft. Campbell, Kentucky with
their Joel and Yvette and his grandchildren Sherly
Faye and Cheryl Kaye Addison twin daughters of
L.C. and Mildred Addison were here from Philly, an-
other grandson Ronnie Lindsey was here from Ten-
nessee State University as was a family friend Dave
Jones from Nashville who is well known in golf circles
. . all to the delight of Willie Lindsey, Jr., who helped
host the family gathering.
They were all off to Nashville this past week-end
to see JoAnn Lindsey receive her Masters Degree
from Tennessee State University.
And the Booths. Alma and Phil as well as the
Joyners Rosa and Parker were busy with the grand-
parents role to their adorables . . . Skip, Tony, and
Tracy Philona who came down from Philly with
their parents, Delores and Chris Booth.
When vivacious Lena Ruth and her mate Mitch
Nobumoto and their daughter Lisa come from Los
Angeles they're always the inspiration for her faintly
to get together . . . her mom, Mrs. William Larkin,
cousins, Helen and Longino Cooke, Jr., and the rest
of 'ern.
And the visit of Canary Savage Girardeau was the
inspiration for an impromtu "class reunion" . . .
Lorene (Mrs. Fred) Osborne got them together and
invited them to her home to renew old memories from
Hamilton High days with the Milwaukee, Wisconsin
visitor.
Making the scene were Frances and Oliver John-
son, he's now principal of his Alma Mater, Delores
and Hosea Alexander, Christine Shavers, Vivian
Bowling, Edith and Harold Osborne.
Lorene's mate, Fred was up in Goosebay, Labra-
dor doing reserve in the postal and courier training.
A Pyramid for Memphis . . Tennessee that is!
Modeane and Harry Thompson gave one of their in-
teresting parties and this time it was for the Memphis
Symphony and coincidentally a birthday remem-
brance for Modeane . . . hear tell they're catching
on fantastically.
Pyramiding with the Thompsons were Marie
Bradford, Sarah and Horace Chandler, Robert Yar-
brough. Vera and George Clarke, Aline (Mrs. Samuel I
l'pchurch, Modeanes' parents, Gladys and Paul
Nichols, Maria and Dr. Charles Pinkston, Margaret
Local teen founds Alcy pageant
A few years ago, the Ira- on the shins when a Negro
dition of crowning a "Miss group got together and in-
America" received a bump stituted a -Miss Black Amer
I) 1V OF TilEIR LIVES — Denise 1Iexander, a star of
-Days of Our Lives" and a board member of Neighbors
of Watts, greets youngsters from its South Central Child
Care Center on lisit to the NBC-TV studio %here the da•
time drama originates. Denise, who visits the Center week-
ly to read stories to the youngsters, decided it was time
they visited her to see TV backstage.
Ica" pageant. And from that
came the "Miss Black Teen-
age America."
But what about the thou-
sands of little "Miss Black
America's" who will have to
wait about 10 years to com-
pete? Is there no hope for
them?
Apparently there is hope,
according to the actions of
one teenage miss here in
Memphis.
Pamela Walker. daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Thomas who reside in the
community of Alcy has
brought joy as well as hope
to the hundred-odd little
girls between the ages of 6
and 12. that all eye them-
selves as future beauty
queens.
Only 16 herself, Pamela
along with a friend, Rene
LaMondue. put together the
1st Annual Little Miss Airy
Pageant back in 1969, under
the sponsorship of parents in
the community to endorse-
ments by such companies as
Star records. Memphis Po-
lice Service Center, and sev-
eral of the neighborhood
businesses.
"The first program," said
Pamela, "naturally wasn't
as good as the last two, but
all the kids had a wonderful
time, and the parents seem-
ed to enjoy it as much as
the girls in it."
In 1969, the Alcy commu-
nity was new according to
Pamela, "and everyone saw
that almost all of the little
- Wigs by Mon-Claire
'$7.95
$14.95*
$19.95*
$29.95*
Open Monday This Saturday 9:30 a.m. 530 p.m. Mace% l4ohdaY17
Back to School Sale
100% HUMAN HAIR
* TAPERED WIG * $7.95
LONG FALL $14.95
LONG WIG *$19.95
HAND MADE *$29.95
AFRO WIG $14.95
WASH & WEAR TAPERED $5.95
SHAG $16.95
LONG FALL $10.95
DUTCH BOY $12.95
HOT PANT WIG $16.95
BANK AMERICARD tAY. A . MAY .. ' -
Expert Service Only 1350
14 North Main (ATcookrpowNsTAnts, 527-3619
girls in the neighborhood
seemed to have some sort of
talent like playing the piano,
or singing."
Pamela and Renee put the
first pageant together in
about four weeks with the
help of Mrs. Thomas and a
few of the other neighbor-
hood parents.
"The biggest difference in
the first and second pageant
was in the first, all the
girls were dressed different-
ly. Some had on long dress-
es. some had mini dresses,
and still others had to wear
their Sunday clothes, rather
than something special for
the pageant," added Pame-
la.
But the show finally got
on the road with 6-year-old
Shelia Pittman taking the
first honors.
"We thought about doing
something for the boys."
said Pamela, "but for some
reason they were more in-
terested in playing baseball
or something and there
were a lot more girls than
boys in the neighborhood
anyway."
Little Miss Alcy is chosen
under the same ground
rules as "Miss America:'
says Pamela.
"The winner is chosen by
parents from out of the
neighborhood, and they pick
the winner according to
charm, grace, talents and
personality."
Edna GibSon, 10, won the
top prize last year. The boys
weren't completely left out
as Pamela put together a
dance group of boys and
girls to perform on "Talent
Showcase." with the group
dancing to "Montego Bay."
On June 11, 1971, the
third little Miss Alcy was
crowned. Jacqueline Dand-
ridge was chosen as queen.
The gowns for all eleven
contestants were hand-made
by Pamela and Renee.
Included in the many priz-
es awarded the winner and
her court were 20 record
albums donated by Stax rec-
ords, monetary donations
from the Police Service Cen-
ter and a trophy.
Pamela, a senior at Book-
er Washington High, plans
a college future at either
Oral-Roberts or Mo rris-
Brown college in Detroit.
At least the little ladies of
Alcy have something to look
forward to next June except
becoming a bride ...
Memorialize Lott
Carey Benefactor
ORANGE, N. J. — Appro-
priate memorial services will
be conducted in honor of the
late President William V. S.
Tubman, and others at the
74th annual session of, the
Lott Carey Baptist Foreign
Mission Convention when it
meets here at Union Baptist
Church Aug 30-Sept. 3, with
the Rev. J. Vance McIver as
host pastor. .
Former President Tubman,
was instrumental in alloting
several thousand acres of
land in Liberia for the con-
vention's objectives where
the chief efforts for missions
has prevailed since it's exist-
ence causing numerous na-
tives of the Afr'can country
to have benefited.
Beneficiaries include the
Honorable Angie Brooks, dis-
tinguished delegate to the
United Nations, who ha;
served as president of the
group.
The Honorable Eugenia
Stevenson, Liberian Consul
General is scheduled to ad-
dress the convention during
its five day session that will
bring to the Jersey City dele-
gates from half of the Amen.
Longer...
yet milder
longer length-milder taste.
You get both with
PALL MALL 00111100's
20 mg 'me '111 mg 'won, iv ger movie FTC Report NOV 70
can States; Africa, Nigeria
and Haiti.
This year's delegation will
he led by the Rev. Walter
E. Paige of Baltimore. Md.:
and Mrs. Agnes Jordan,
Portsmouth, Va, both new.y
elected presidents of the
parent bodies.
Dr. Paige will deliver his
first annual message to the
meeting on Wednesday eve-
ning, and Mrs. Jordan is list-
ed to speak for the first time
as president of the Women's
Auxiliary nig Thursday night
at a combined session of all
departments including the
Laymen's League headed by
.Tames Oliv er. Jackson
Heights, N. Y. and the
Youth department directed
by Mrs. Thomas Slater, Phi-
ladelphia, Pa.
Author
Bennett
lectures
CHICAGO — Lerone Ben-
nett. author and lecturer,
is one of America's most
prominent social historians.
He has published many
books, poems and articles,
he is senior editor of Ebony
Magazine.
One of his books, "What
Manner of Man, a biography
of Martin Luther King Jr.-
received the Patron Saints
Award of the society of
Midland Authors. Some of
his other publications in-
clude "Before the May-
flower," "A History of the
Negro in America," "The
Negro Mood," and "Pioneers
in Protest."
His hooks have been
translated to French
German, Japanese, Swedish
and Arabic.
Bennett has also gained
fame as a ,ectirer in col-
leges and universities in
all sections of the country
and has traveled in Europe
and Africa.
A native of Mississippi,
he received his A.B. degree
and did graduate work at
Atlanta university. In 1965
Morehouse college award.
ed him an honorary Doctor
of Letters degree. Bennett
is married and is the
father of four children. He
worked as a reporter for the
Atlanta Daily World and Jet
Magazine before joining
Ebony.
CAN YOU USE
MNE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
8 CONVENIENTLOCATIONS
• i-OLK.S LIKE VOL
PPrFEFENTIAL
treat r
and Atty. George Brown, and Tillie Fowlkes f rom
Wham, Alabama.
VISITORS IN OUR mtusT . Dr. Wendell wba-
!um has returned tc Atlanta, Georgia ani his at
Morehouse College after visiting ha family . .
his mom, Mrs. H.D. (Thelma) Whalum, his sister,
Rosemarie Ingram, and her son, "Slugger," his broth-
ers and sisters-in-law, Harold and Tillie WhalanI,
and their sons, Harold Jr., "Skipper," and Roy, ad
sons, Kenneth, Jr., Kirk and Kevin.
Mrs, Aline F. Upshaw, widow of the late Prof T. D.
Upshaw of ('hattanooga has been visiting her sisters
and nephew Ann F. Benson and Antonio over on Fos-
ter.
The personable Mrs. Upshaw is the Executive
Secretary of Friendship Haven Home for the Aged
Women and a past Basileus of Pi Omega Chapter of
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority in Chattanooga where
she is a member of St. Phillip Lutheran Church
and works in several civic organizations.
Ann's son, Tony is a student at Morehouse Col-
lege and we found his yearbook by far the most in-
teresting we have seen thus far'
Eugene and N'ernell Thomas were here Cother
from D.C. visiting their folks, Elsie and Ted Branch,
their sons, Tedo and Terry, Charles Thomas, Mrs.
Lillian Thomas and Mrs. Arthella Gordon.
Accompanying his parents on the trip was Eric
Franklin. Eugene is a past president of the LeMoyne-
Owen College National Alumni Association.
Alma and Dr. Alvin Crawford and their kids are
visiting her parents, Ida and Harold Jamison and his
mother Mrs. Erma Oystern. They're on their way to
San Diego, California where Alvin will do a stint in
the Navy.
Claudia Wilkerson was here from Los Angeles for
the wedding of her daughter Nina to Ridley Anderson,
Jr., at Little Flower Catholic Church.
And a classmate of Claudia's Betty Jean Ander-
son Nance came down from Cleveland for the nuptials
They were good friends at St. Augustine High.
Ted and Allie Pryor are houseguesting from Chi-
cago with Ida and Albert Yarbrough on Park Aventic
They brought greetings to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dell:.
Sr., from their son, Sam Delk who is interning at
Cook County Hospital. He's a June graduate of Me-
harry Medical College.
Ted is the brother of Mattie (Mrs. Whittier) Seng-
staeke.
There were more international visitors on the
scene in the presence of Hoyim Hilary Ktnoat Bhila.
from Rhodesia, w h o is a Ph.D. Candidate African
History and Education, Institute of Education, Uni
versity of London. Geoffrey C.T. Ndhlala. from Rho
desia and a student of English History at the Univer
sity of Kelle, England .. . Farley Coomber from Sierra
Leone, an B.A. Candidate, Modern History, Fourah
Bay College, Freetown, Sierra Leona, and. Miss De-
borah Okunni, a graduate student in Economics at
Makere University in Kampala, Uganda,
Miss Valerie Holt from Detroit was escort for the
group.
Extending courtesies to the group who're parti-
cipants in African Youth Leadership Program Opera
tion Crossroads Africa were the International Group
of Memphis, !Hattie and Whittier Sengstacke, Dora
and Horace King, Ann and O'Ferrell Nelson, who had
to leave suddenly due to the death of her mother;
John Gammons at his Arkansas farm and Mrs. Freddie
Winston.
Thelma (Mrs. Earl) Mitchell was a recent visi.
tor here from Flint, Michigan visiting her parents,
Prof. and Mrs. J.W. Whittaker on Saxon. Vickie, her
teenage daughter accompanied her.
dellealeelem • salon ave. • hitehn% en
Jfashlon specialists
in sizes 18 to 60
end 161/2 to 321/2
packable, practical
season spanner
perky polka dot
acetate Jersey
$12
specially sized
161/2 to 241/2
• flattering side pleats
• smart solid color trim
• self belt to tie or not
• hand washable
• black/brown/white or
navy/ red/white
Mall orders: please add75# postage and sures tax
appropriate in your area.
STOUT SHOPPE ® --
... 
:DOWNTOWN • 64 SO. MAIN • 527-6436 -UNION AVII. • 1992 UNION • 274-2065 :
WNITIHAV1N • 4279 NWT. 51 S. • 391-0064':
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Long life a family tradition
Long way from home...
Members of the Gnosis Glent Club are seen here returning
from an Eastern Coast tour recently. All totaled 20 women
participated in the trip. Those making the trip were, Mary
Holmes, Edna Latham, Sylvia Davis, Myrtis Taylor, Poly
Hearn, Lucille Scott, Estelle Davis, Josh' London, Celes.
tine' Hobbs, Elthie Bell, Evelyn Thomas, Lorane Johnson,
Sadie Edwards, Ethel Davis, Lillie Hodge, Isabel Quinn,
Irene Sanders, Mary Robertson, Lettle Porter and Lola
Malone. Mrs. Elizabeth Woods, president, Mrs. Susie Hood,
secretary, and Mrs. Vera James, program chairman all
missed the trip.
Club Philitus tours East
Recently the Club Philitus
members went on a tour of
several northern cities with
their first stop being Char-
lottesville, Va., where they
viSited the home of Thomas
Jefferson. From there their
travels took them to Wash-
ington. D. C., where they
spent three days touring such
sights as Arlington Ceme-
tery, the White H ouse, t h e
Supreme Court Building, and
niatiy other national monu-
ments and shrines.
Next the group stoppe'i in
Atlantic City for three days
and then on to New York
City where their professional
tour guide took them to the
Empire 'State Building, St.
Patrick's Cathedral, Wall
Street, the U. N. Building
and many other interesting
places.
Philadelphia was the next
stop for the_ Club Philitus,
where they viewed the
American, Wax Museum, In-
dependence Hall. and many
more in what was said to he
a very exciting trip.
Guests of t he group
making the trip were: Betty
Lewis, Leona Morris. Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Cooper. Josie
Winter s, Zoie Powell,
Charlysl M. Brooks, Mar-
garet Horton. Annie L.
Graves, Mary Rimmer, Lisa
Hendricks, Virginia Bentley,
Callie Young. Alonzo Hicks
Jr., Roberta Hendrick. Step-
hanie K e ndrick. Juanita
Baskerville, Sonya Basker-
ville. Arnette McDonald, Ro-
manita Williams. Mildred
Leste-, Sadie Boulden. Ethel
M. Webb. Robert Jones and
Karen Baskerville.
Members of the Philitus
group are: Mary Reeves,
president; Mary Hicks, Gre-
lia Reeves, Lucille Dobbins,
Benega.lemes. Marie Savan-
na, Elenora Harris, Mary-
land Harrison, Parelie Buck-
ley, Maggie Rolland and
Florence Chrysler.
New beauty aid for oily skin
T'opping a growing list
of new beauty products
developed specifically for
black women and girls is
a marvelous new makeup
and makeup base that fills
an important void in the
current bevy of new beauty
aids. Called Solette, it is
the first medicated makeup
created exclusively for black
complexions of e very skin
tone.
Specially formulated by a
leading dermaiofigist in
answer to demands for a
makeup that heals as well
as beautifies, Solette Medi-
cated Makeup helps to heal
A NEW BEAUTY PRODUCT
Get theBest
Used Cars Rem the
Get Mom!
WIER testyst ram
the most common and
troublesome comple xion
problems of women today.
Its gentle formula works
beautifully on oily and nor-
mal skin to dry up shiny,
excess oil, shrink large
pores and aids in healing
blemishes and teenage
acne, especially in the
troublesome forehead, nose
and chin areas,
One of the beauties of this
new product is that it pro-
vides today's wanted fresh,
young, natural look while
-If I live to be 101. . .,"
is an old expression. used
by almost everyone at one
time or another. But not
so many as 1 out of 10,001
people receive such a bless-
ing.
Mrs, U.T. Watson has
made it though.
Born Aug. 17, 1870, and
the second of 19 children,
Mrs. W a t son celebrated
her birthday last week in
the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Alice Singleton.
Mrs. Watson migrated
from her birthplace of
Fayette County, Tenn., over
70 years ago to make her
home in Memphis.
The mothe: of nine chil-
dren herself, Mrs. Watson
is an active member with
the Mt. Vernon Church
mother's board, and holds
the distinction of beidg not
only the oldest mother on
the committee but also the
longest tenure on the board.
Five of her children have
passed, but two girls and
two boys still remain, in
making five generations of
family with Mrs. Watson at
the top.
A long and healthy life
seems to be a trait of the
Watson family, as Mrs.
Mattie SaineFfl, the oldest of
the 19 children passed in
the mid-1950'i at the ripe
young age of 4-plus-100.
Mrs. Singleton, Mr. Van-
derbilt Watso n, LeRoy
Watson and Mrs, Estella
Montgomery (the four
surviving children of Mrs.
Watson), have also made
their contribution to the five
living generations, with a
total of 11 grandchildren,
28 great-grandchildren, one
great-great grandchild, and
one great-great-great grand-
child.
risl—k GUIDEPOST
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Musing: Ideals are like stars. You will out succeed in touch
ing them with your hands; but like the seafaring man, you
Choose them as your asides, and following them until yew reach,
)our destiny.
CARL Ramis
Continued from last week on dates . . Going STEADY
Often teen-agers go steady basduse they feel a pressure
from other students, or occasionally trom their own families
When most people start dating they feel worr/ed and concerned
because they are unsure of what the opposite sex is looking for'
and what makes some people popular and some unpopular.
Research from American Journal of Sociology reveals that
both boy sand girls want a date who:
(II Is Physically and mentally fit
(2) Is dependable, can he trusted
131 Takes pride in personal appearance and manners
(4) Is clean in speech aid action
(5) Has a pleasant disp tiition and a sense of humor
(6) Is considerate of others
(7) ACTS HIS OWN At.cE AND IS NOT CHILDISH.
As school begins this may give you a clue as of what most
of your classmates are looking for 'n a "good date," Most boys
like girls who are unselfish enough to be able to he interested la
them and what they're doing in school and in the way of hob-
bies. They like to be with someone with whom they can relax.
However, going steady can interfere with school work and
with other obligations to friends and family. Often, it brngs
about more emotional and sexual involvement than two young
persons are ready to cope with. Sometimes, they find them-
selves faced with problems both would like to avoid, but simply
don't know how to sidestep them. The teen years are 3 time
for adventure and challenge so enjoy them and don't begin by
limiting yourself needlessly just in order to do what others may
he doing,
it helps heal and protect.
Solette can lx' worn ,under
regular makeup as a double-
duty base Or alone as a
lovely makeup. It is so
sheer that one shade suits
every skin color. But Solette
doesn't stop there. Applied
overnight, it nelps prevent
new outbreaks on excessi-
vely oily areas.
Solette will be available
at your local drugstores. It
is distributed exclusively
345 West 58 St.. N.Y.C. and
is modestly priced at $2,50.
by Kay Preparations Co.,
Right now, some 328,000
Tennessee hunte:'s are oil-
ing their guns and checking
their shells waiting for
the opening of another
hunting season.
Mindful that the squirrel
season opens August 28,
and the dove season Sep-
tember 1, South Central
Bell district manager. C.E.
McCrary. today asked hunt-
ers to be especially careful
of overhead telephone lines.
"Even the smallest shot,"
McCrary said, "can cut 'a
Married
Francis Marene Jones and
Clarence Bernard Birdsong
were married last. week in
Nashville, Tenn.
The bride is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John M.
Jones, Sr., of 542 Beltline St.
here in Memphis. The groom
is the son of/ Mrs. Mary
Birdsong of Nashville.
The bride, Francis, is a
graduate of Melrose High
School and is now attending
Tennessee Stale Universits.
The groom is employed as a
lineman with the T.V.A
They will make their home
in Nashville..
WARNING
TO TAXPAYERS
1971 CITY TAXES
Will Be Delinquent After September 1,1971
After September 1. 1971, unpaid City of Memphis taxes will bear interest
and in addition a penalty of one-half (1/2) of one percent (I%) a month, tax-
es may be paid at my office until October 1, 1971 when lists will be deliver-
ed to officers for collection at the cost of the taxpayers.
City of Memphis taxes become delinquent on September 1, 1971. It is pro-
vided by section 67-1304, 67-1305, and 67-1308 of the Code Annotated
that all taxes remaining delinquent thirty (30) days shall be immediately
colleCted by distress warrants, garnishments and sale of any personal pro-
perty liable therefore.
JOHN E. LEE
Treasurer City of Memphis
Room 301 City Hall
125 North Main Street
Local Briefs
wire, shatter an insulator
or disrupt telephone service
for hundreds of customers
including sometimes the
hunter's own,"
"We average well over
100 b r o ken lines each
month," McCr ary said,
"but when hunting season
opens. this figure lumps
another 20 per cent so you
can see why we're asking
hunters to he real careful.''
Lincoln University, Penn-
sylvania — Geoeory Farm -
gr, Memphis, and Emma
Smith, Mt. Pleasant. have
earned the honor and the
special Privileges of cita-
tion to the Dean's List for
maintaining Sc holastic
averages of 3.75 and 3.72
respectively during the
second semester of the
1970-1971 academic year.
An average of 3.33 or better
is needed to make this list,
Mary Cross also of Mem-
phis, was named to the
Honorahe Mention List
for maintaining an average
of 3.30 during the second
seine,4er. An average of
3.00 to 3.32 is needed to
.
make this list.
PTA MEETINGS
The Memphis Council PTA
will sponsor a "School of In-
formation" for all local of-
ficers and chairmen, to be
held Tuesday Aug. 31 at the
Grimes Memorial United
,Methodist Church. 4649 Sum-
' MM-Ave.. from 9:30 to noon.
The following week, on
Wednesday Sept. 8. the PTA
Council will sponsor a "Know
Your Candidate" meeting, to
be held in the Board of Edu-
cation Auditorium at 7:30,
p. ni. All are invited to at-
tend this important event.
A new filmstrip and slide
set giving information about
the National School Lunch
Program has just been re-
leased by the Food and Nu-
trition Service of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
A Spanish language version
will be available by about
Sept. 1.
Entitled "The School I.unch
Bunch — Nutrition in To-
day's Schools," the 47-frame
color presentation tells how
the country's largest lunch
program works, who Imes it,
and why it's important in
today's education system.i
The presentation was de-
veloped in commemoration
of the 25th anniversary of
the National School Lunch
Program.
Copies of the filmstrip
can be ordered for 55.50 from
Photo Lab, Inc., 3825 Geor-
gia ave.. NW., Washington,
D.C. 20011. Order the slide
set from Photography Divi-
sion, Office of Information,
U.S. Department of Agricul-
ture, Wash ington, D.C.
Buy
U.S.
Bonds
I.
20250. A record with audible
a n d inaudible frequency
pulses to change frames
naturally or automatically
is available from either
source for $3.00. Two conies ,..
of a narrative guide are.
supplied with each purchase.
The Spanish language ver-
sion is available as a slide
set only, with a reel to -
reel audio tape for manual -..
projection for $1.00.
FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION
4421 Beacon Hut $9,950
5 rooms,! bath WIS 5100 On.
35 E. Biscayne Rd $14,175
6 rooms. 1 bath, FR $175 On.
2630 Dakar 510.250
5 rooms. I bath, FR No Down.
Payment
1798 Kendale $15,950
11 rooms. 3,4 &Oa.
Snweo ;Br $250 On.
970E. Person Ave. .19,950
• 5 rooms, 1 bath
Aspl/S 1100 Dn.
1157 E. Ryder Pt. $6,800
7 rooms, I bath, FR AU Cash
VA TO MAKE NO REPAIRS
OR UTILITY CHECK
3359 Redbud Road 514.500
.5 rooms. 1 bath. BV 3250 Dn.
•
NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY
Long term. 74% Loans Atonable
See Any Broker
Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans
Thanks to this
Black man's invention,
trains stopped
traveling blind
Granville T Woods
(1856-1910)
It's hard to believe that a man who
was forced to leave school at the age of
ten could have patented over thirty-five
electrical and mechanical inventions. Yet
Granville T. Woods did just that. The
hard way.
Born in Columbus, Ohio, in 1856,
Woods literally learned his skills on the
job. He learned them in a machine shop.
On the railroad. In a rolling mill. He took
a mechanical engineering course at an
Eastern college, worked as an engineer
aboard a British steamer-even handled
a steam locomotive on the D & S railroad.
Even with this background and all his
engineering skill he was unable to get
anywhere in these jobs.
But Granville T. Woods, a Black
man, was a great electrician and an in-
ventive genius. His talents could not go
unnoticed.
In his early thirties, he became
interested in thermal power and steam-
driven engines. And, in 1889, he filed his
first patent for an improved steam-boiler
furnace.
This was just the beginning. Woods
invented fifteen appliances for electric
railways. The greatest of these was a
device called the "Induction Telegraph"
that enabled men to communicate by
voice over telegraph wires. Woods' in-
Yeelyi
vention made it possible for trains to
communicate with the station and with
other trains so they knew exactly where
they were at all times. This invention pre-
vented countless accidents and collisions.
Woods, along with his brother
Lyates, went on to organize the Woods
Electrical Company in Cincinnati, Ohio.
And in later years, he succeeded in sell-
ing many of his inventions to some of the
country's largest corporations. American
Bell Telephone Company bought many of
his ideas, as did General Electric and the
Westinghouse Air Brake Company.
Granville T. Woods attained great
fame. He was a great electrician. A great
inventor. A great man. He will be remem-
bered as an ingenious American and a
prolific inventor.
Old Ta lor
Kentucky Straight Bour n Whiskey
66 KROOK. THE OLD TAYLOR ousit LIM CO., fRANKPORT C LOOISIALlt, KY.
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TONITA LORI LOMAX
Contest winner...
Recently Tonna Lot i Lo-
max was crowned Queen of
Holy Temple Cathedral at
261 W. Mitchell Rd. Tomtit,
3, won over ten other con-
testants by having the lar•
gent amount of ads solicited
for the church booklet.
Tomta is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L.
Lomax. who was recently
promoted to Sargeant with
the Shelby County Sheriff's
Department.
James Thomas Jr., son of
Nfr and Mrs. James Thomas
Sr.. won second prize in the
contest and was crowned
king of the affair.
The contest which was
sponsored by the Pulpit Aide
of the church, to raise funds
for the improvement of the
church enjoyed a great
amount of success said Mrs.
Lomax.
Members of the Pulpit Aide
council are: Mrs. Johnnie
Mae Lewis, president; Mrs.
Haley. Mrs. Patton, Mrs.
Echolls, Mrs. Crawford and
Mrs. Lomax.
Holy Temple Cathedral was
founded and pastored by the
Apostle G. E Patterson.
Dean joins Muskie
WASHINGTON. D.C. —
' John Dean. fo:mer First
• Deputy Administrator of the
New York City Human Re-
sources Administ ration
and Director of the Minori-
ties Division of the Democra
tic National Committee. will
serve as Associate Campaign
Manager for the NIu.skic
Election Committee. Cali
paign Manager Berl Bryn
hard has announced
Dean. 40, has also Nei., eil
as Special Advisor to the
Congressional Black Caucus
and as a consultant to the
National Urban Coalition.
From 1968 to 1969 he was
Assouiate Director of the
Urban Coalition.
From 1965 to .1968 Dean
worked with the Office of
Econmic Opportunity. serv-
ing as a Headquarters Desk
Officer and a Regional
Administrate'. for the Com-
munity Action Progra m.
He was Director of the Spe-
cial African Student Pro,
Ortre Carl Carson out of town
ONE-WAY
MOVING VANS
BO
gram at the African Amer-
ican Institute irom 1963
to 1965 From 1960 to 1963
he served with the United
States Information Agency
as Desk Officer for West
African Affairs and as Press
Attache at the American
Embassies er Liberia, Sierra
Leone and the Sudan.
A native of Baltimore.
Maryland, Dean lives in the
District of Columbia with
his wife, the former Mary-
ann Franklin, and their four
children: Kenneth. Phyllis.
Michael and Carol. lie is
a graduate of Howard Uni-
versity and an Air, Force
veteran.
Census results
Basic population and hous.
ing information from the
1970 census for small areas,
called "Census Tracts" by
the Census Bureau, is now
available for the metropoli-
tan area of Memphis.
Census tracts are small
areas into which large cities
and adjacent areas (Stand-
ard Metropolitan Statistical
areas. or SMSA's) have been
divided for statsitical pur-
poses. T r a ct boundaries
were established cooperative-
ly by local committees and
the Bureau of the Census and
%\ ere generally designed to
relativeiy uniform with
respect to population char-
acteristics, economic status,
and living conditions. The
average tract has about 4,000
inhabitants.
Tract information now
available in tabular form, in
advance of cams tract re-
ports which will start coming
out this Fall, includes num-
ber of people in each tract
and some of their character-
istics, such a sex, color, age
groupings, etc.; and some in-
formation about the dwell-
ings, such as numbers that
are owner-occupied, numbers
that are being rente'd, num-
bers with adequate plumbing
facilities and those lacking
one or more of them.
The tables of the metropoli-
tan area have been sent to
the area's census tract key
person: Mr. Robert E. Burke,
Memphis and Shelby County
Health D e p artment. 814
Jefferson aye . Memphis.
Tenn. 38105.
Call
Jackson 6-8397
Win cash and and other prizes in our
summer contest. ENTER
'7' NOW!
WIN I'
A5-SPE I Ike
All THE PRIZESLSHO
Tri-State Defen
Annual Carrier's
YOU CAN Enjoy
of Summer
• Earn Money
• Win Prizes
Rules
1. Base on number sold June 26.
2. A base of 25 customers weekly.
3. Prizes awarded on highest number of new
home delivery.
4. All carriers must agree to submit customer
route list at end of contest to be eligible for
prizes.
5. All contestants must be verified Defender
carriers.
4/I
t111111,4- -21.r1 es
the Fun Days
47*,
09i)
PRIZES ARE EASY TO WIN 
JUST SEE YOUR ROUTEMAN
e 
United Methodists meet,
plan to elevate blacks
Nearly twice as many
black U.S. delegates will
serve in the 1972 United
Methodist General Confer-
ence as in 1964, and 58 per
cent more than in 1968. The
89 persons will comprise
nearly 10 per cent of the
American total, according to
a tally by United Methodist
Information.
Delegates from other eth-
nic groups also have more
than doubled, to include six
Hispanic-Americans and six
Asian-Americans. In elec-
tions this summer by annual
conferences, only 14 of the
101 ethnic representatives,
among a 912-delegate total,
were chosen by ethnically
separate conferences.
In eight conferences, a
black person was the first
elected as either a lay or
ministerial delegate, and in
another an Asian was so
named. This' is deemed a
key position for delegation
leadership and for member-
ship on commatoe's. The
conferences involved were
California-Nevada, East
Ohio (both lay and minister-
ial), Missouri East, New
York (the first three minis-
ters), Southern California-
Arizona, Southern New Eng-
land, Southwest Texas, West
Virginia and Western Nortb
Carolina.
Well over one-half of the
86 overseas delegates are ex-
pected to be non-white.
Referring to the recent
In this pew
WOMEN'S DAY
The Warner Temple
A.M.E. Zion Church. 917
Mississippi Blvd. will hold a
Women's Day program and
tea celebration Sunday. Au-
gust 29, 1971 from 6 to g
p.m.
The morning speaker will
be Rev. I. Anderson, with
Mrs. G.V. Harvey serving
as the evening speaker.
Rev. Fred Shergog is pas-
tor.
REVIVAL SERVICES
A revival service will he
held at the First Baptist
Church. 379 Beale St.. start-
ing Aug. 29 and continuing
through Sept. 3. Each night's
program beginning at 7:30
p.m. will be conducted by
the Rev. Freddie II. Dunn.
pastor of the New Hope
Baptist Church of New Or-
leans.
The Rev. Dr Dunn halls
from the Southern Univer-
sity in Baton Rouge, La.,
and studied at the Union
Baptist Theological Semi-
nary in New Orleans and
American Acade my of
Clergymen.
Among Dr. Dunn's ac-
complishments is a record
album entitled "Gods Sun
And The Son Of God."
Rev. J.A. Jordan, pastor
of First Baptist welcomes
the public to come and join
the congregation and Dr.
Dunn in the services.
KEEL MEETING
The mission of Keel Ave-
nue Baptist Church will
hold its joint meeting Aug.
24th. 1971 at 7:30 PM. Re-
freshments will be served
by the Rose Of Sharron
Circle. You are invited to
r. fashion show...
Modeling in the Cane Creek M.B. Church
fashion show which preceeded a church
sponsored baby contest last Sunday were:
I (left to right) Karen Jackson, Ralph Jack-
son, Jr., Ave Willingham, Shanta Christo-
come and be with us. Mrs.
E. Bruce is Mission leader
and Mrs. D. Moore serves
as Circle Leader.
18TH ANNIVERSARY
The Pilgrim Baptist
Church, 2d and Looney, will
hold its 18th Anniversary of
the United Singing Union,
Sunday. August 29.
Theo "Bless My Bones"
Wade will emcee the oc-
casion with the Trinity
Male Chorus, North Mem-
phis Singing Union, Brews-
teries Quartette, Mrs. Ethel
Ray Murphy, Mrs. Laura
Pizer. Rev. Harrie. West
Side Civic Club and the Mt.
Pleasant Male Chorus as
special guests.
Dr. W.T. Brewster. fr.,
is pastor of the church,
with Walter Harris as
president and I) J. Rodgers
serving as Manager.
pher, Denise Jackson, Rhonda Willingham
and Angela Willingham, Rev. J.R.
topher is pastor of Cane Creek.Shanta won
first place in the baby contest.
AVIAN'S
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEAU STREET JA 6-5300
Attention Churches
The Tri-State Defender seeks all news from church
organizations wishing publicity for their various
social functions It shall not be the policy of this
paper to fi% a charge on individuals or groups
seeking publication for such publicity Our re.
quest is that news be typed double-spaced whenever
possible as handwriting is occasionally illegible.
and that copy be submitted by Thursday of each
week for the next edition. Pictures of individuals
Or .small groups are welcomed also at no charge
and will be used at the earliest convenience. We
cannot guarantee publication or return of any copy
Wr pictures, but we will try to serve you ... the
community
CLASSIFIED ADS
HOME FOR SALE
Glenbrook St. 4232 - 3 bedroom hon.,
1111.499 - 5199 down - 894.52 per no.
240 mo . 8 pct annual pet rate. Go,
condition traced yard. owner financed
Call for appt. J.M. Haines Ph. 38243100.
or 801-252-2824
LADIES
Earn 8300/mo. or more part-time!
Set your own working houis. Decide
for yourself how much you will earn.
No experience necessary. We'll train
you to demonstrate our beauty prod-
ucts made exclusively for blacka.
Hurry-Write Julia P.O. Box 1806,
Shreveport. Louisiana 71120
urging by the Commission on
Religion and Race for con-
ferences to make their 1972
delegations racially and eth-
nically inclusive, the Rev.
Woodie W. White, executive
secretary, lauded the "sub-
stantial increase" reported.
He said the church "can be
justly proud of this signifi-
cant step in the right direc-
tion. However, there is no
time for self-righteous pride.
The United Methodist Church
and the larger community
have still a long way to go
in achieving the kind of ra-
cial inclusiveness and justice
for non-w hites which is
sorely needed.•'
No complete count was
made of the ethnic repre-
sentatives elected to the 1972
jurisdictional e o aterences,
but in 1968 the Negroes nam-
ed as jurisdictional delegates
about equalOi those elected
to General Conference. Since
the latter serve in both
gatherings, the one-to-ten ra-
tio is likely to occur also in
the jurisdictional conferenc-
es, which will have a total
of 1,950 delegates.
This situation could have
its greatest impact in voting
for bishops. of whom proba-
bly 20 will be elected in
1972. Factors relating to this
include:
—An expression by the
delegation from Holston Con-
ference that the Southeast-
ern Jurisdiction should elect
another "bishop of color."
This comes from the only
annual conference in the
Southeast now led by a bish-
op who is black.
—Statements f corn the
church's Commission on Re-
ligion and Race and the
several caucuses, particular-
ly black, yellow, and brown.
that the church should have
more bishops who are non-
white.
While there are now six
bishops who are black, none
is from the Hispanic, Asian
or Indian groups. All but
one of the six were chosen
when the Central (Negro)
Jurisdiction still existed,
prior to 1968.
In 1964 the Negro annual
conferences of the Central
Jurisdiction sent 44 delegates
to General Conference, while
other conferences elected at
least four Negroes as dele-
gates. Other ethnic delegates
could be counted on one
hand.
Mergers of white and Ne-
gro conferences began that
Year, and by the 1968 Gen.
eral conference, there were
56 black delegates. Half of
them were elected by still
segregated conferences.
For the 1972 session, the
five un-tnerged black confer-
ences will send 12 delegates:
6 will go from conferences
where the Central Jurisdic-
tion never existed, and the
other 71 from conferences
which have de-segregated
since 1964. These make a to-
tal of 41 conferences with
black delegates, out of 75 in
the U.S.
By jurisdictions, ethnic
delegates to General Con-
ference will total as follows:
North Central, 16 black;
South Central, 19 black, 2
Hispanic; Northeastern, 25
black, 2 Hispanic; Southeast-
ern. 36 black; Western, 3
black, 2 Hispanic, 6 Asian.
Although figures on other
ethnic groups are incOrnplete
for former years, the 1972
conference undoubtedly will
set a record. This will not in-
clude the Oklahoma Indian
Mission Conference, which in
1970 was granted seats, but
not votes, for two delegates.
They will be similarly-seated
next year.
However, that conference
will have delegates in t h e
South Central Jurisdictional
Conference. The North Caro-
lina Conference also elected
to Southeastern Jurisdiction-
al Conference a Lumbee
dian layman, believed to he
the first Indian named 3
delegate except from the
Mission Conference.
Since dropping of the
Central Jurisdiction removed
also built-in assurances of
the election of some bishops
and general board members
who were black, in a higher
proportion than that of Ne-
groes to total church mem-
bership, the increase of black
delegates four years ago
was viewed with caution by
some black church leaders.
They held that the test of
whether Negro participation
and leadership was accepted
in de-segregated conferences
would appear more fully in
subsequent elections. Those
were the elections held this
year.
A proud mother...
Mrs. Joyce Faulkner holding her daughter Terrell, who
won second place in the Cane Creek baby contest, was
sponsored by Mrs. Daisy Jackson. Sponsor of the Contest
was Mrs. Lue Lee Howell.
BABY CONTEST NOMINATION FORM
PLEASE ENTER BABY IN THE BABY CONTEST.
(PRINT NAME)
PARENT'S NAMES' 
ADDRESS CITY 
ZIP CODE TELEPHONE NO 
BABY'S 81 RTHDATE: 
A GLOSSY PHOTOGRAPH (NOT COLOR) MUST ACCOMPANY THIS FORM.
MAIL TO:
BABY CONTEST
1TRI-STATE DEFENDER P.I. 1012665 MENPIIIS, TINS. 31111
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Coffee Creamer
COFFEEMATE
ments," he says.
The Magnavox Founds-
tin gave The Robbins Proj-
ect another grant this
summer and those concerts
south of Chicago continue.
More Important, the dreams
of these Robbins' children
will 'hopefully become real-
ity.
MI Atavvtak ma
MI da•rilfq Hardlop  II*
0 bows. laN sew— al
ay T-Las  1111
lot der.  UM
WI Ow. 105 nr slate
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JIM MCOONAtia
MOTOR CO
CLEANING
and
_HAND
PRESSING
with a
personal touch.
d•orn. WITS Su,11
POCCOArt. Iwu, atCO.,1 stints
Shirts Laundered 4 tor 99,
the en.§ury
Prices on the ad effective noon, AU9,25th. midnight thru
Aug. 31st 'Se reserve the right to limit Quantities. Nona
solo to aealers
CHICKEN OF THE SEA 6Y: oz. Can
TUNA Light-Chunk-Style 370
NORTHERN Regular
TOWELS
SACRAMENTO
2 Roll Pkg. 390
SWEET EGG NOODLES 24 07 Can
SUE WITH CHICKEN 39,
PURINA - Tuna Flavor 22 or. Box
CAT CHOW 290
16 or, Jar
69
HEINZ KOSHER Dills
PICKLES at. Jar 49$
JOHNSON'S
J Wax Kit for Autos
POLISH
SAVE FREOMONTES.1"
-BACON
55c off Fred montesi 
Lor Morrell Pride Bacon Rebg.P5k691 1 dr
S
ca 55c off Fred Montesi
2 Lb. Pkg. S,Morrell 's Pride
or Fisher Beef Bacon Reg. 88c 330 a
1 2 oz. Pkg.
With coupon and 115.00 additional pur- S
chafe. vicluclIng valio of cOUpOn rnerchadt.
dise (Fresh milk products, antl-freete, Tur- •
keys and tobacco also oecludad In cOm011-
anc• with slat. law.) Coupon expires
Wednesday noon, Sept. 1 
•
aOne Coupon Pee Family Por Weak
ABC, Charles
celebrate 25th
Coinciding with Ray
Charles' 25th anniversary In
show business. ABC Dunhill
and Atlantic Records are
joining forces to release a
two-album commemorati‘e
package titled "A Salute to
Ray Charles."
.Charles recorded for At-
lantic from 1954 to 1957,
when he signed a contract
with ABC Records, which
still distributes- the albums
and singles Charles now cuts
on, his own Tangerine Record
Corporation label.
the cooper3-
tive album release between
the two companies were
worked out earlier this
year as an indirect result of
Charles' surprise onstage
appearance w i th Aretha
Franklin at the Fillmore in
San Francisco. The concert,
which was recorded by At-
lantic as "Aretha Live at
Fillmore West," 'includes
team of Charles and Frank-
lin in -Spirit in the Da...k."
an original song by Miss
Franklin.
Under terms of the agree-
in ci!! ween the two rec-
14 years service...
Mt. Townsend, one of the first blacks to enter the testis-
fuser Service Dept. of MI.G&W, has been with that dept.
fir Vs years. All totaled, Townsend has been with t h e
ill1G&W for 14 years.
South Central Bell
AUTOMOBILE REPAIRS
CASH OR CREDIT NO FINANCE CHARGE
•
•
• 1. Factory Rebuilt motors installed on time.
i: 2. Automatic Transmissions-Guaranteed on 
time-
- 3. Paint jobs - cash or on time.
. 4. 411 Body work and Wrecks built cash or 
easy pay-
ments, also insurance jobs.
5. Air conditioning, cash or $5.00 per week.
6. All glass work.
7. Used and rebuilt auto parts.
••ME TO SEE US-YOU WILL BE GLAD YOU DID.
JEFFCOAT MOTORS
2i)1 Vance Ave. Opt-down
PH. 526-0373
ord labels, ABC/Dunhill will
distribute the soon to be re-
leased ' 'Salute to Ray
Charles" LP in the United
States, with Atlantic re-
taining distribution rights
elsewhere throughout the
world.
Cuts on the two set album
will include such Ray
Charles standards as "Hal-
lelujah I Love Her So,"
"Georgia," "One Mint Ju-
lep," " Born to Lose,"
"Busted," "I Got A Woman"
(Parts 1&2), "I Can't Stop
Loving You," and "What'd‘
I Say" (Parts 18r.2), among
the 20 tracks selected from
both Atlantic and ABC cata-
logues, -
Negotiations .fqr the joint
album were completed by
ABC-Dunhill president Jay
Lasker and Jerry Wexler,
executive , vice-president of
Atlantic.
Charles, who began his
career at the age of 15, will
be 41 on Sept. 23 of this
year.
DEFENDER
Left Memphis
to see, world
Education is the thing. . .
Frank Hayden who started
his education here at St. Au-
gustine School, has the cre-
dentials and Is current In po-
sitron to prove It.
A sculptor by profession
and an artist by nature,
Frank Hayden has traveled
the world seeking knowledge
and putting It to use in the
form of sculptures and a
book of poems entitled
"Sketches In Black .td
White".
Starting on the road to
higher education while still
pursuing his artistic ven-
tures, Frank attended Xavier
University and earned a
M.F.A. degree 1.113M Notre
Dame in 1959.
The .36-year-old artist has
studied at such institutions
as Iowa State, Munich Art
Academy in Germany. the
Royal Arcade in Denmark,
and the Fine Arts Academy
in Stockholm, Sweden:
Currently making his home
In Baton Rouge, La.. Hayden
has shown his artistic abili-
ties by developing a new
technique for designing his
figures made of fiberglass.
Frank currently has a dis-
play going in Chicago at the
Southside Community Art
Center.
Several people who have
visited the display have
labeled Frank as a genius
as his work shows an indivi-
dual uniqueness. His style is
that of a surrealist, yet at
the same time he is able to
blend in contemporary de-
signs.
Some of Frank's works
have appeared in the Vatican
Pavillion of the World's Fair,
while still others are on dis-
play in Illinois, Virginia and
Louisiana.
Success hasn't tainted the
mind of spirit of this accom-
plished artist, his full time
occupation now centers on
his duties as Assistant pro-
fessor of Art at Southern
University, Baton Rouge, 1.a.
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Magnavox sponsors
youth music
"I just wanted to go up-
river to St. Louis and then
to Chicago." {The late Louis
Armstrong).
"I try my best to learn
him to play my clarinet,
I hope someday I will play
in a concert band." (Nine-
year-old Lawrence Moody).
It took Satchmo a long
time to gel to Chicago, but
Lawrence .s almost there.
Eighteen miles south of
Chicago's Loop is Robbins
— the poorest, save one,
of all the ghettos in Cook
County. The Robbins Ele-
mentary Scho ol makes
other "poor" schools look
affluent by co mparison.
There is no playground, no
school library, no lunchroom.
One student in four comes
from a family with an an-
nual income of less then
$2,000. '
Robbins — a black com-
munity of 9.800 — is de-
scribed by The White House
Task Force on Housing
and Economic Needs as a
"suburban slum." It has
badly-lit streets, few parks
and raw sewage in Ile'
streets.
In R o h bins. Lawn's,
Moody dreams his dream.
A dream that started a
Rap prison officials
for Soledad trial halt
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI)
— 
San Queniin prison offi-
cials were ordered to appear
in court _Tuesday with the
two surviving Soledad Broth-
ers.
A prison spokesman said
the two prisoners, Fleeta
Drumgo, 26, and John Cluch-
ette, 28, would be escorted to
San Francisco's Hall of Jus-
tice under heavy guard.
Drumgo, Cluchette and
George Jackson, 29, were
all charged with beating to
death a prison guard at Sole-
dad Prison last year Jack-
son was killed at San Quen-
tin Saturday in an abortive
escape attempt during which
five other persons died.
Defense attorneys for the
pair 'insisted that prison of-
ficials should be cited for not
producing their two clients
at a pre-trial hearing Mon-
day.
Superior Judge Cart Allen
of San Francisco refused to
by Joe Black
"Hey, Baby, let it all hang out!"
"Tell it like it is."
"Don't blow your cool."
"Heavy, Baby."
"Di, your own thing, Dude."
"Crazy, Dad."
Two black cats rapping? Wrong. That con-:
venation is from the Sunday comics. I reprint it
here to prove a point:There is no Black language.
There are the African languages, of course. But I'm
referring to the communication tool of the Black
people born in the United States.
This is 1471. And never before has it been
so important for Black youth to master the English
language. Our young people don't have to sound
like Rhodes scholars, but they must be able to
communicate with citizens of the Black or white
community. That is the only way they can reach
their fullest potential as wage-earners or producers.
There are better job opportunities available for
minority group citizens today. And those jobs are
not going to the guys who apply for employment
by saying: "Dig, man, I-need a gig."
More important, when we don't learn English,
we give credence to the stereotype that Blacks are
mentally inferior to whites. White immigrants
come to this country and master English—but we
Black people, who are born here, act like we don't
have the ability to do so.
If we do nothing to destroy this false image
of inferiority, then we too are telling ourselves and
our Black brothers and sisters that "you are
less than, you are not equal to other American
citizens." Ji9eRkick
Vice President
The Greyhound Corporation
issue contempt of court cita-
tions against Associate War-
den James Park ot San
Quentin or District Attorney
of Monterey County Ed
Barnes for not appearing
with Drumgo and Cluchette
at the hearing.
However, Allen did set a
show-cause hearing on the
contempt motion for 9:30
a.m. Tuesday. He also con-
tinued the entire case until
Aug. 29,
program
little over a year ago with
a grant to the Robbins Musk
Project from The Mag-
navox Foundation — a non-
profit arm of The Magna-
vox Company devoted to
public service cases. The
idea of the proje.t wall to
provide band instruments
and instruction for ghetto
youngsters. Lessons were
given. to 71 children over an
eight-week period during
the summer vacation. Hope-
fully, at the end of the in-
struction. a fully-instrumen-
ted band would he develop-
ed — one capable of perform-
ing at a level meeting
the standards established
by public school music
teachers.
Roy Lauderdale, one o
the instructors, seconds
their observations. "I've
never seen chldren take
such pride in their instru-
MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE
SUPER MARKETS
SOUTH MIDTOWN
1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE 1620 MADISON
(WHITEHAVEN)• EAST
5014 POPLAR (Al MENDENHALL)
OPEN 2 1711CLOSIDSUNDAY
Be sure to /eve your Cash Rigida( Receipts.
$6,000 per week available for your favorite charity!
fresh ground HAMBURGER
Patties
31b. pkg.
REALEMON RECONSTITUTED
LEMON 2 Limit 16 on. Btl.
JUICE
Natural Strength 290
4 Limit
ARGO Sweet Green 16 oz. Can
PEAS 2/290
SELECTIVE All Green CUT Spears
ASPARAGUS la.,
3 Limit 141/2 oz. Can
WHITEHO USE
Apple
JUICE
01. B11. 2 Limit
25
Grede ''A" Large
EGGS 
33 940
Per Doz.
MONTESI Blue Magic 49 on. Box
DETERGENT 550
MILANI 1890 1000 Island or Italian
\Fred Monteti
Pure Pork
Sausage
2 Lb. Bag 79
FRED MONTESI
OR MORRELL PRIDE
BACON
CHOICE
Cubed
Steaks
1-LB $1 .11 9
Fred Marital
Pranks
fic 620
CENTER CUT CHUCK OR
SHOULDER CLOD U.S.D.A.
HEAVY
Beet 930
Roast lb.
LEAN AND MEATY
Neck LB.mi
Bones V.
$2.99
FRESH
Pork
Chops
OENTER CUT L8.7 
1st CUT 1-LB. 49c
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1:70)4T LOOK SO
HaLEhl, ` ROM6-
WAN)'"'f' BUILT
HQ A DAYdr/
I it' moments
HE'LL WERI77 A
PAC S LirTINIce
TOO =TER 71-119 CPO tr
AWL ARIUs ,Jan 21 - Feb 19, A
very happy phase socially. An im-
provement in one rather difficult
association can be expected. An in-
cident will occur which will give you
• deeper understanding of another•s
Priiblems
•
HOROSCOPE1
PISCES 1Feb 20 Mar 20i: You
should bane the chili., to mix with
stimulating company t,,t a. But this
Might not turn out to be quite what
you thought A rather aggressive rte.[tient could spoil this oCCasion for
you You will find the delaying of
an answer to a letter very annoying.
ARIES 'Mar 21 - Apr 10.: By
examining carefully s.une inkrmation
coming your way. :.ou ,Itould find nodifficulty to completing certain plans.There Ii some d•-,,,P.Intment con-
=. I WILL HAVE to reserve judgment on the dra (eel let iwo-
=tic products of "NORMAN CORWIN PRESENTS"
=Egli I see a few more dramas. I must confess that the
)e- previewed failed to impress me. "TOMMY
q440THERS TALENT COMPANY" is another new
zhow that I'll have to wait on. Perhaps it was me, but
1 just didn't "dig" RON IMAGERS' "ELECTRIC IM-
2RESSIONS." But I can see where it should have a
certain following. A color set is a MUST for -ELEC-
TRIC IMPRESSIONS" if one is to get the best viewing
results.
bireme••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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TARTS MONDAY, SEPT. 13
Channel Five is taking charge of
6:30 PM. And we re filling it with
a rich assortment of television
treats-comedy, drama, music.
games and variety. 6:30 on tv 5.
Every night of the week.
MONDAY
Let's Make a Deal
TUESDAY
IRONSIDE
WEDNESDAY
DRAGNET
THURSDAY 
•
David Frost Revue
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
Priirticus
SUNDAY
DISNEY
WMCD
TAURUS .Apr 21 May 21. A
competition (iv:,' of some Sind
will catch youi ,nd too wtllRod It great fun if you don't takeIt too seriously Go easy on personal
spending A Journey to see an oldfriend is indicated In the near future.GEMINI thlay 22 - Jun 21, IgnoreSome gossip v.,  w,1 hear It willbe o fabrication Aft, a quiet statt,this promises 1 , be hectic day.Oct thr,ugh 'ou; I or quickly.to be :esd, 1 t, :11,11
( AN( ER 
- 231' Youcen hrti % , ••ii own in con-
vor•atzun ho! one person will getthe belt, 1,d this afternoon Takedefeat in goo! part your reactionsare being wateneo A tamily problem•,11 
f,v en r g
tin is feeling neglectedt , Clive this
EO Jul 24 - Aug 231. A loved
Petson more of your time and at-
tention. and you wilt be charmingly
rewarded for the effort. Correspond-
ence promisee to be heavier than
usual.
VIRGO Aug 24 • Sep 231: Don'tlet an encounter with a flamboyant
personality alter your views abouthow you should proceed in e certain
matter. You should take what this
person says with the proverbial grain
of salt. You are likely to be overtired
and should put a brake on social ac.
tly Ries.
LIBRA •ISep 24 - Oct 23,- A goodday for business meetings, especially
those 'concerning finance. You are
likely to find you have more money
to your credit than you anticipate.i.
An opportunity will occur to renew
an old acquaintanceship.
SCORPIO Oct 24 - Nov 22): Roman-
tic difficulties may be encountered and
married couples will be inclined tobicker over trifles. One person wid
be brusque with you Try a little
kindness and see this attitude melt
away.
SAGITTARIUS I Nov 23 - Dec 20t•
An irritating situation at home could
well spoil your day. You will find It
difficult to be both fair and firm.
A surprising change of heart is in-
dicated. ,
CAPRICORN (Dec 21 - Jan 201 Your
tact and commonsense will avert a
tricky situation where a member of
the opposite sex is concerned. Don't
rely on help with an urgent task. It
Will not be Iortltcomolc
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY' A WI icult
year is. ahead of YOU. But you will
overcome Olt your problem and
achieve one particulai success You
hardly dared to expert An overseas
trip Is on the cards Romance will
be la,ttng
30ftimmo••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.,
On Your
Radio Dial
AM STATIONS
KSUD
KWAM
WDIA
WIIBQ
WHER (ABC)
WLOK
WMC (NBC)
WMPS
WMQM
WPIP
WREC (CBS)
WTNN
FM STATIONS
KLYX
WCBC
WHBQ
WMC
WMPS
WREC
WTCV
DIAL
730
990
1070
560
1430
1340
790
680
1480
1590
600
1380
DIAL
101.1
91.1
105.9
99,7
97.1
102.7
104.5
\ t1V,4V,O \U\\
I stile
DAVE SMITH
12A.M.- 3A.M.
"The Nighthawk"
on the Prowl
Solid Soul
1070
24 Hours
"*.tiotrarlIttin
hlsname.SHAFT½hkgame. NO ONE
UNDER 18
I* RESTRICTED UNLESS WITH PARENT
TV PREVIEW
MUMMOF -TRW -FRIDAY
6:55
7:00
7:25
7:30
8:25
8:30
9:00
9:30
10100
10:30
11:00
11:30
12:00
12:30
1:00
1:30
2:00
2:30
3:00
3:30
4:30
500
WMC-TV
CHANNEL 5
TV Chanel
Today
Today Mid-South
Today Show
Today In Memphis
Today Show
Romper Room
Concentration
Sale Of Century
Wwood Squares
Jeopardy
Who. What or Where
On-Scene Newe
Memory Game
Days Of Lives
Doctors
Another World
Bright Promise
Somerset
His Valley
If noel
On-Scene News
SUNDAY
AUG. ft
7.15 Television Chapel
7:20 Miss Game & Fish
7.30 The Lewts Family
6'25 
Religious
Boys8.30 T Ye
9:30 The One II•ys Show
101 0 0 (m`a.rgtooi,In.naCarnival
1121:1103  M"boemetThe Presi
12:30 Closeup
'1:00 Movie
2:30 Travel Time
3:00 Maimonides
4'00 Medic•I Journal
5:00 comment
5.30 NB(' Sunday News
e
'°°°hne Wonth'  Wr•N1417"6,30 TDin
7:30 The Red Skelton Show
39 (,c,® TBIl'en''Efoild Ones
150: A0°30 CTI"
--182"" 
11:00 Channel 5 Movie
12:30 Final Report
1235 TV Chapel
6 30
7:00
1101)
10:00
10:30
12:00
12:05
EVENING
MONDAY
AUG. 10
Arnold's Closet Revue
Comedy Theatre
World premiere Movie
News
The Tonight Show
New, And Weather
TV Chapel
TUESDAY
AUG. 31
6.30 The Bill Cosby Show
7.00 Make Your Own Music
8.00 World Premier Moyle
10.00 On-the-Scene News
10:30 The Tonight Show
12.00 New. And Weather
12 05 TV Chapel
WEDNESDAY
SEPT. I
6.30 The Men From Shiloh
8:00 The O'Connor Show
9:00 The Golddiggere
1000 On-the-Scene News ,
/030 The Tonight Show
12:00 News And Weather
12:05 TV Chapel
THURSDAY
SEPT.
6:30 Action Playhouse
7:30 Ironside
8:30 Get Smart
9:00 Debbie Reynolds
10:00 On-the-scene New.
10.30 The Tonight Show
32:00 News And Weather
12:05 TV Chapel
FRIDAY'
SEPT. 3
7:30 Name Of The Game
9:00 Leaving Home Blues
10:00 On-the-Scene News
10:30 The Tonight Show
12:00 News And Weather
12:05 TV Chapel
SATURDAY
SEPT. 4
6.45 TV Chapel
6:50 The Mid-South Farmer
7:30 Heckle & Jeckle Show
8:00 Woody Woodpecker
8:30 The Bugaloos
9:00 Doctor Doolittle
0:30 The Pink panther
10:00 II .R Pufnst lit
10:30 liere Comes Grump
II .90 Hot 1)05
11:30 Talent Showcase
1200 Hitchcock Presents
12:30 Swing Shift
1:00 NB(' Mal. Lea. Rase.
4:00 The Country Place
4:311 The Rhodes show
5,00 porter Wagoner Illw"5:30 The Wilburn Brothers
8:00 On-the-Scene News •
6:30 Good Ole Nash. Music
700 Face To Face
738 American Football
Conference Pre-Season
Dame
10:00 One-the-Scene New,
10:30 The Channel 5 Movie
12:00 News And Weather
12:05 TV Chapel
z fie$:i 1,
341.:41A
CENR. 
VP X
WE JOAN! LARRY
SrERN COLLV;S HAGMAN
ccitl•ofi
MARV. (11,A VOW I1C 711K
Attic 1:20 4:30 7:55
Caner 3:00 620 9:40
3ltICTHEA "11IN 2Nmo)
18 arid over unless
accompanied by a Parent
FREE PARKING DAILY
WREC-TV
CHANNEL 3
6:15 Summer Semester
6.45 Above Clouds
7:00 Good Morning
7:50 News
8:15 Capt. Kangaroo
9:00 Lucy
9:30 Beverly Hilibilllee
10:00 Family Affair
10:30 Love Of Lip
11:00 Where The -Heart Is
11:30 Search For
Tomorrow
12:00 News
12:30 World Turn.
1:00 Love Is . .
1:30 Guiding Light
2:00 Secret Storm
2:30 Edge Of Night
3:00 Gomer Pyle
3:30 Early Movie
5:00 New.
530 Waiter Cronkit•
SUNDAY
AUG. 29
658 Sign On
7:00 Summer Semester
7:30 Songs Of Praise
8:09 Tom And Jerry
8:30 Penelope Pitstop
9:00 Day Of Discovery
9:30 Look Up And Live
10:00 Camera Three
10:30 Face The Nation
11:00 The )4onroes
12:00 Early Movie
2:00 Pinpoint
- 2:30 AAU Track
4:00 Laurel And Hardy
4:30 Where'. Huddles
5:00 News
5:30 News
000 Lassie
6:30 Animal World
7:00 Comedy Playhouse
7:30 Sonny And Cher
8:30 Six Wives Of Henry
10:00 CBS News
10:15 Late Movie
12:847 With This Ring
1215 News And Weather
12,20 Sign Oft
EVENING
MONDAY
AUG. 30
6:30 Gunsmoke
7:30 Here's Lucy
8:00 Mayberry RED.
8:30 Doris Dio Show
11:00 The Newcomer,
10:00 Ten O'clock Be,..
10:30 Late Movie
12:00 News And Wait/let
12:05 Sign Off
6:30
700
7:30
9:00
10:00
10:30
12:00
12:05
6:30
7:30
8:00
9:00
10:00
10:30
12:00
12:05
6:30
7:00
8:90
10:00
/0 30
12.00
12 05
TUESDAY
AUG. II
Revert> Hillbillies
Green Acres
Cimarron Strip
CBS News Hour
Ten O'clock New.
Late Movie
News And Weather
Sign Oft
WEDNESDAY
SEPT. 1
Men At Law
To Byrne With Love
Medical Centel.
Hawaii Five-0
Ten O'Clock News
Late Morte
News And Weather
Sign Off
THURSDAY
SEPT. 2
Family Af fate
Perry Mason
Thursday Night Movie
Ten O'clock News
Late Movie
News And Weather
Sign Off
FRIDAY
SEPT. 3
6:30 The Interns
7:30 Andy Griffith Show
8.00 NFL Pre-Season Game
Dallas vs Baltimore
10:00
10:30
12:00
12:30
12:35
Ten O'Clock New.
Late Movie f
Johnny Scott Show
News
Sign Off
sATURD A T
SEPT.
6:30 Beaver
7'00 Bugs Bunny
8.00 Sabrina
9:00 Pussycats
9:30 Globetrotter,
10:00 Archie
11:00 Scooby Dots
11:30 The Alonkees
12:00 Dastardly 3c Muttley
12:30 The Jetsons
1:00 Beaver
1.30 Early Movie
4:00 Untamed World
4:30 Perry Matron
3:30 News
6:00 Buck Owens
6:30 Mission Impossible
730 My Three Bons
8:00 Arnie
8:30 Mary Tyler Moor.
9:00 Mannla
111:00 Ten O'Clock News
10:30 Late Movie
12:00 Award Theatre
1 :30 . News And Weather
1:35 Sign Off
WKNO-TV
Channel 10
SUNDAY.
AUG. ZS
1:00 Toy That Grew Up
2:30 The Standwells
3:00 Navy Film Of Week
3:30 Neigh:
4:00 Court Of Reason
5:00 Pro Tennis
630 Book Beat
7.00 Evening At Pops8.00 Masterpiece Theatre
9,00 Fanfare
MONDAY TURD
FRIDAY, NOTE
DAILY CHANGES
2:00 Children's Fair
2:30 Journey
3:00 Sesame Street
4:00 What's New
4.30 The Way It Ti5:00 All Aboard
5:30 Miaterogers
6300 Science In Action
6:30 Travels
7000 World Press
8:00 Realities
9:00 Crisis Of AmericanNewepaper
TUESDAY.
AUG.
4:30 Navy Film
6:00 Legacy
7:00 Perspective On
Violence
9:00 30 Minutes
8:30 Artists In America
Deaf
9:00 Sir Lawrence Oliver
WEDNESDAY,
SEPT, I
6:00 Music For Cello
7:00 French Chef
7:30 Boboquivart
8:011 Firing Line
9:00 Court Of Reenon
THURSDAY.
SEPT.
600 Legacy
7:00 Review Washington
7.30 Insight
8:00 To Be Announced
8:30 Book Beat
9:00 National Theater Of
UUW MUM UUCI
UUU MUM! UMU
UUMUUB MUDD
WUUU UUUW
UUWU0 [AMMO
WWUB UMW WO
UUU MUM WIRU
UU UUWW0 WW1
WUUMUWW UMW
EMU thina
020011 BWUOUU0
UUB WUUOU U0E4
JOU MOM 00B
wHSQ-TV
CHANNEL 13
6:50 Devotional
6:55 News
7:00 Cartoon Time
7:45 Cap'. Bill
8:00 Jack LaLanne
8:30 Galloping Gourmet
9:00 Dial S Movto
10:55 News
11.00 Bewitched
1110 Love Arti.
12:00 Vol Graham
12:30 Make Deal
1:00 Newlywed Gatos
1.30 Dating 'Gem. ,
2:00 General 110eldtat
2:30 One Life
3:00 Password
3:30 Real McCoys
4:00 Gilligan'. Island
4:30 Eyewitness New.
5:00 ABC Now.
SUNDAY
AUG. 1111
7 00 !Science Action
7:30 Chtirch
8:00 Southern Church
8:30 chriet la Answer
9.00 Herald Of Truth
9:30 Oral Roberts
10:00 Insight
10:30 Sacred Heart
10:45 Bellevue Rapt
13:00 Press Conf,
12:30 Issues az Answers
1:00 Million S Moyle
2:30 Twilight Zone
215 Physicians Mutual
3:00 Blacks
3:30 TWilight Zone
4:00 Sunday Showcase
5:90 Sun. Showcase
6:00 Marcus Welby
7:00 The FBI
8:00 Movie
16:00 Your Life
10:30 Eyewitness News
1100 t SPY
EVENING
MONDAY
AUG. 30
6.30 Let's Make Deal
7:00 Newlywed Game
7:30 Very Good Year
6:00 Movie
10:00 Eyewitness News
10:30 Suspense Theater
11:30 Dick Cavett
1.00 Nightcap News
TUESDAY
AVG. 311
6.30 Mod Squad
7:30 Movie
0:30 Call Of West
10:00 Eyewitness News
10:30 Suspense Theater
11:30 Dick Cavett
1:00 Nightcap News
WEDNESDAY
SEPT. I
6.30 Eddie's Father
7410 Room 422
7,30 511) Dimension
8:30 Rex Hubbard
9:30 NFL Action
10:00 EYewitnese News
10:30 Suspense Theater
11:30 Dick Cavett
1:00 Nightcap News
THURSDAY
SEPT,
6.30 Smith And Jones
7:30 Bewitched
Dialogue
10:00
9:30
8:00 Danny Thomas s
8:30 Dan August
8:30 Music Festival
kyewltnes. News
10:30 Suspense Theater
11:30 Dick Cavett
• FRIDAY
SEPT. 3
1.00 Nightean News
6:30 Brady Bunch
7:00 Nanny & Prof
7:30 Partridge Family
8:00 That Girl
9:00 Love Amer. Sty,.
10:00 Eyewitness News
10:30 .Bill Dance
11:00 SPotte i•hallenge
11:30 Dick ['vita
1:00 Nightcap New.
SATURDAY
SEPT. 4
7.25 Devotional
7:30 Heroee & Heroine
8,00 Lancelot Link
9:00 Jerry Lewis
9:30 Doubledeckers
10:00 Flat Wheels
10:30 Sky Hawks
11:00 Motor Molise
11:30 Hardy Boys
12:00 Am. Bandistand
100 Million S Movie
2:15 Phy, Mutual
2:30 Wrestling
4:00 Wide World of
5:30 Talent Party
6:30 Lawrence Welk
7:30 Vol Doonican
8:30 Movie of Week
10:00 Eyewitness News
10:30 Roller Derby
11:30 FailtaStit Features
Run with
Wallace?
BUFFALO, N. Y. -
The Rev. Donald L. Jack-
son, a black minister
from Buffalo, said that
he has asked Gov. George
Wallace of Alabama to
consider him as a run-
ning mate should Wallace
try for 'president in
1972.
In the letter, the Rev.
Mr. Jackson commended
Wallace for re-opening
spools in Alabama to
prevent busing black and
white students to achieve
"so-called force inteva-
lion."
The Rev, Mr. Jackson
urged Wallace to declare
himself a candidate for
President in 1972.
He added that he would
like to be his running
mate for Vice President
and "1972 will be p year
that the Third Party
ticket could win."
The Rev, Mr Jackson
served as chairman of a
group cailed "Negroes
for Wallace" in 1988 and
w a s the Conservative
Party candidate for state
senator from the 55th
district in 1984.
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Sports
By BILL LITTLE
While 22,774 boiled in 86 degree weather the At-
meta Falcons went about their business of violence,
pounding the Denver Broncos, 27-10, in the pro-
cess. Bob Berry guided the Atlanta attack all the
way at quarterback, firing two touchdown passes on
*-niuggy night in Memorial Stadium.
The, pro exhibition followed closely the pre
-game
plans of the coaches. Lou Saban of Denver said
after the game that the Broncos would be going with
players who figure to be in the lineup at the start of
the season. Saban's to rusher Floyd Little carried
only five times and left the game in the first half
with a six yard average. Don Horn, acquired from
Green Bay, started at quarterback but shared the
signal calling with Steve Ramsey of North Texas
State. •
HUMPHREY CHASES QB's
Norm Van Brocklin, a winner only as a player, is
busy getting his players keyed up for NFU season
and the Falcons' opener at home Sept. 19 against the
San Francisco Forty-Niners. Van Brocklin announced
before the game that the Falcons were here to win.
This was evident by Atlanta's top ball carrier Jim
"Cannonball" Buller lugging the leather twice as often
as the Broncos Little. Defensive All-Pro Memphian
claude Humphrey was ins on most of the plays on
defense.
Humphrey showed the home folks why he is rated
among the top pass rushers in the NFL. The 6-5 248
pound end chased Horn on most pass situations. Horn,
who remembers. Humphrey when he played against
Tennessee State while at San Diego State, had some
friendly verbal exchanges with his now perennial
adversary. Denver's Etch Jackson of Southern Uni-
versity, like Humphrey, one of the league's premier
defenders at end, kept the pressure on Berry.
Atlanta scored 21 points in the second half to
break open a close contest. The. Falcons held a 6-3
advantage at the half with all the points registered by
field goals. Denver took its only lead when fine
punt return by Bill Thompson set up a one yard
touchdown plunge by Clem Turner. The latter .once
piled up 178 rushing yards here against Memphis State
horizoti
BENEFIT SET
tONCORD, Calif. — (UPI)
-- Several sports cele-
brities will play in the Dale
Edison benefit golf tourna-
ment scheduled Aug. 30 at
Concord Municipal course.
Edison, former San Fran-
cisco State football kicking
star, lost both his legs from
the knee down in a July 4
i.eworks accident.
whfle attending Cincinnati.
FRANCHISE HOPEFULS
( Atlanta stormed back to take the lead which the
Falcons never relinquished on well executed play. On
a play action pass Berry faked the run left, hid the
ball on his hip,• and turned to the right to find first
year end Ken Burrow alone. Burrow, who had delayed
at the line, took a short flip from Berry and raced to
the corner of • the end zone to complete the 36 yard
play. Berry's second TD thrown came a few minutes
later, a yarder to Sonny Campbell. Larry Shears put
the icing on the Falcons' first exhibition season win
by returning an errant Ramsey pass for a 16 yard
score.
Despite the small crowd compared with the 30,000
expected by Mike Lynn of Mid-South Sports, Inc. he
is still hopeful Memphis will be in that number when
the NFL expand from its present alignment of 26
teams to 32. Don Weiss, a representative from the
National Football League office, praised Memphis for
its wonderful facility and assured those interested in
getting a franchise for the city that many things are
considered before this can happen. The New York
Jets-New England Patroits exhibition here next Sat-
urday night gives area 'fans a second chance to fill
Memorial Stadium.
Mr. and Mrs. Dosie Humphrey, the proud parents
of the Atlanta star who played at Lester. attended last
week's game with Claude's wife Sandra and grand-
father Cheyenne. Claude's father was seeing his son
for the first time as a pro. It was old hat for his
mother who said Claude played a good game.
Before boarding the team bus which took the Fal-
cons to the airport for a trip back to training camp
Humphrey had this to say. "I hope they get their
franchise. I like playing before the home crowd."
MSU OPENS DRILLS
Memphis State coach Billy Murphy told an asstm-
bly of writers at the Press Day luncheon last week
that the team's biggest news was when doctors an-
nounced Stan Davis as 100 per cent fit for the up-
coming football season. Davis, a three year player
from Manassas, was red shirted last season after /ail-
ing to recover from an operation after earning a scho-
larship as a sophomore tryout.
Irving to head
A & T athletics
Carl Irvin, one of the na-
tion's outstanding a in a 11-
basketball coaches,
McKENZIE MOTEL
HOT SPRINGS, ARKANSAS
-Promotes-
FAMILY WEEKENDS SUPPLEMENTING -
VACATIONS WITH WEEKENDS TRIPS
• A Relaking Change of Scenery 't Swimming Pool and Picnic Area
Brim) the Family or Club to Enjoy Completely informal At-
mosphere in First Class FaCilitieS at Rates you rah Afford.
GOLFING NEAR
Blocks off Malvern Avenue, H . Wm. McKenzie,wy. 270 F.
407 HENRY ST. PHONE 624-5546 Owner and Manager
CLEANING
and
• HAND
PRESSING
with a
personal touch.
Suits, Coats
Dresses
98c
SHIRTS LAUNDERED . . 4 FOR 99C
was named as athletic direc-
tor of North Carolina A&T.
Irvin, 46. has coached bas-
ketball at A&T the past 17
seasons. He will succeed Al
Smith. who resigned earlier
this month to join the athletic
staff at the University of
Pittsburgh.
Irvin's new appointment
was announced by Dr.
C. Dowd y, preSident of
A&T. "We -are fortunate in
having a coach of Mr. Irvin's
stature on our staff," said
Dowdy. The success of his
team at A&T has brought
credit to the University and
the state. We . are confident
that in his new position he
will provide the leadership
that will enable us to keep
our commitment to main-
tain a high-level athletic pro-
gram in the new Mid-East-
ern Athletic Conference. "I
feel greatly honored that my
president has e xpressed
enough confidence in me to
accept such a challenge "
said Irvin. "I and my staff
will exert all of our energies
toward making our pro-
gram successful."
Irvin's impressive coach-
ing record of 383-142 tn 21
seasons, ranks him approxi-
mately 16th among the na-
tion's winningest coaches.
His teams at A&T have
won 'their own conference
tournament title five teams
in a 10-year period and both
the visitation and tournament
titles three times.
Irvin's teams have also
won 10 of 14 games in the
rugged NCAA College Divi-
sion playoffs. Last March,
the Aggles advanced to the
quarterfinals of the NAIA
playoffs in Kansas City.
Prior to coining to .A&T,
he 
-coached four years at
Johnson C. Smith University,
compiling a 53-.17 record.
Re coached one year at
Atkins High in Winston-Salem
and his team won 23 of 25
games and a state champion-
ship.
Irvin has developed several
pro palyers. including Al
Attles, head coach of the
San Francisco Warriors.
One of 13 children, Irvin
was born in Hailsburg, Ala.
but was reared in Orange
New Jersey. After graduat-
ing from high school, he
starred in football, baseball
and basketball at Morgan
State. before transferring
to the University of Illinois,
where he earned his bache-
lor's degree.
WIDE SELECTION
Blemished Tire Sale
30% Off Reg. Price
We Hon( II.
Ap.cgmT,CARps
10/ Lir/ ti
MY RE
i411[61
19'.
. •774-
dal*
Noce 1945 . 5 Locations
A
APPLIANCE
5.. I. DATLIN N. G. KUNKLE
Co.
L. S. GATLIN JL
• 3431 SUMMER 324-4404
• 5437 POPLAR 612-1661
• 3114 THOMAS (WY. 51 14') • • • 3511-45115
• 2574 LAMAR 743-5370
• 4255 HWY. 51 SOUTH 396-0995
ALL FRIGIDAIRE APPLIANCES CARRY 5 YEAR
NATIONWIDE FACTORY WARRANTY
Frigidaire!
Flowing Heat
DRYER
Frigidaire!
Jet Action 1•14
Model WAS
WASHER
'199"
lay so Ads
caroled POW
116.16•Tfalt 6 sr. et
Frigiciairer. Frost-Proof
with 154-1b. six* fr 
$29995
Alt S ISOPIS OPIN DAILY a 4.14.-10 P.M.
emit mow
Frigidaire Dishmobile
loads easy,
chums-like crazy!
• Slanted top design lower(
front opening, makes loading
a snap S Super-Surge wash-
ing action--needs tette or no
gra.tissakte 5 I- CrieS—ith
eluding Plate Warner.
$15995
Frigidaire Range teatime MR
en door, big storage Iraww
Closed Sunday
$18995
Will Give You More Food for
Less Money . . . . and you'll still get
TOP VALUE STAMPS!
BANQUET FROZEN
FRUIT PIES
APPLE, PEACH, CHERRY, CUSTARD
OR COCONUT-CUSTARD,
1-LB. 4 OZ.
EA.
PUREX
BLEACH
HALF 2v
GALLON
ALL FLAVORS
HAWAIIAN
PUNCH
1.01
140/
CAW,
$1
CLOVER
VALLEY
MARGARINE
6$
118. CTNS.
KROGER MEL-0-SOFT
SANDWICH
BREAD
1 LB. 80?
LOAVES
KROGER
FLOUR
PLAIN OR SELF-RISING,
518. BAG
LB
100
EXTRA
TOP VALUE
STAMPS
with this coupon
and $6.00 purchase,
• exoudIng tobacco and
fresh or 'frozen milk
products and In addi-
tion to way other pur-
chase requirement.
Good thru TueS., Aug
tI Limit ON!.
'
U.S. CHOICE
TENDE BA Y
ROUND STEAK
OR BONE IN SWISS STEAK
LB. 980
U.S. 010ICE
TENDERAY .
BOSTON ROLL
BONELESS ROAST
LB.
COUNTRY
STYLE SLICED
BACON
LB 53°
QUARTER -
SLICED
PORK LOIN
10 to 14 CENTER-CUTS AND END CHOPS
LB
COUNTRY CLUB
ALL-BEEF
HAMBURGER
25
5-LB. PKG.
FRESH, LEAN
BOILING BEEF
—
e
.011•••
DOMIN
SUGAR
5-LB BAG 94
With this coupon and
1111.00 additional pur- -
chase. excluding to-
baCCO and fresh or
frozen milk products.
Good thru Tuesday.
Aug. 31. Limit On•
(Subject to applicable
State & Local Taxes)
4 9
BONUS COUPON
FAMOUS "COIT" QUALITY
CANTALOUPES
3 FOR
SUNNY SLOPE
PEACHES
29'
RED
POTATOES
20-LB. BAG 99t
SALAD
TOMATOES
PINT
FOR EXTRA
TOP VALUE STAMPS
nt• go With any 9,
La B-6-0 Spiced Meat 
3 with 2-1b. Kentucky Farm
al/Pork Sausage 
„with 1-1b. feofuclry Farm
La Pork Sausage
eic with any -oz. or 12-oz. Kroger II
4.0 Sliced Lunch Meat 
25 with any pkg. Mrs. Weaver's 0,131225 with any pkg. SeaPak Seafood  13
5 with 7 heeds Lettuce  14
5 with 39c or more Bananas 
25 with 3-lbs or more Onions
25 
 
with 12 Lemons
.25 with a Watermelon
, SO witP, 
7 pkgs. Cut-up
Frying Chicken
FOR EXTRA STAMPS
with two 8-ti pkgs.50
Sandwich Buns or Weiner Rolls 11..
Wowith 2-lb. Vac-Psc Kroger Coffee 21:'
E with two 1 -lb. pkgs. Kroger 3,- -
ou Saltines or Grehams
nAwith four 5-oz. Banquet 4.isisrco 
okin Beg Meats50 ,,Fyi,atuhn2- sr. on more
A
Ord. Chuck.
in 
j nwith ,?toe. Breakfast or 6
s• Center -Cut Pork ChM& 50 w:sth2t Lesspk   o.Frr 
Thighs 
sai highs
- •
Expires 8/31/71
9 -'
10
15
16
11
18
19
f"
•••• In • • • • • • L.* 1•••••-••fr*d** 
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Household Needs
Arex
LIQUID CLEANER
SPIC AND SPAN
PLEDGE '
•
Treasury Price
anc: Bo 89'
t„„, 30,
14e, Cr' IT7
The finest meat in Memphis
Priced for Total Savings:
Other's
Price
Treasury features USDA. Choice Midwestern
coils-led heel — and flavorful quality pork. Every
(ij a C.V.T. (Extra Value Trim) with excess bone
and fat removed before weighing. you save the dif-
ference!
. AMMONIA
• BRILLO
CHEER
TIDE
JOY LIQUID
IVORY LIQUID
Personal Size
IVORY BARS
Clorox
BNTP
SPRAY STARCHAll
DETERGENT
49 oz, Box
King Box
22 oz.,Btl.
32 oz. Btt.
4 Pak
Gal.
15at. Can
'Inn.. Box
For Quick Meals
84'
14°
55'
18'
31'
• tee •an Treasury Pries
PEANUT BUTTER 15 at. er 65'
Libby's
VIENNA SAUSAGE..4".C., 221
the
3130 Lamer Street
•
Make the *PANTRY TEST! I
Check Our Prices We Do!
SEE FOR YOURSELF HOW MUCH YOU CAN SAW
Treasury Food Centers' Pantry Test.
*Lifted on this page are just a few of
the thousands of everyday low prices at
the new Treasury food centers. You'll find
many of the items. that you buy regularly
listed here.
Check the prices on items purchased
elsewhere—jot them down opposite Treas-
ury's price. You'll be amazed at the sav-
ings — on item after item. Remember,
too — these are Treasury's everyday low
prices — not specials!- _
,T  5113rNkit 9 T/4 ot. Cart 58
SPAM
MINUTE RICE
Armour
BEEF STEW 24.0z. Cart 66,
CHEF BOYAR DEE
BEEFARONI 15 or. Can 331
FRANCO AMERICAN
SPAGHETTI Q'S lSliuOt.Can 181
Armour
CHILI WITH. BEANS 157koz. Can 371
Kraft 8 on. Box
MILD SPAGHETTI DINNER 11'
12 oz. Can 59c
14 on. Box 48,
Condiments, Sauces
CATSUP
CATSUP
Treasury Price
20 oz. Bll. 38C
14 oz. att. 251
Wei, h 20 on. Jar
GRAPE JELLY 39'
Ktatt 8 oz. Bottle .
1000 ISLAND DRESSING 31'
Kra"
Wishbone SPREAD ib on Jar 
45'
FRENCH DRESSING 1601. Battle 61'
Frozen Foods
Ore-Ida
HASH BROWNS J2 at. Bag 34'
Sara Lee
Treasury Price
CREAM CHEESE CAKES 17 or. 89'
AWAKE 9 or. Can
Canned Fruit
Del Monte
PEARS
32'
Treasury Price
1601. Can
FINEST,. FRESHEST FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES, TOO!
Other's
Price
Other's
Price
Thit finest products of America's outstandff19
farms, gardens. orchards, offered at peak of 114V01-•
freshness —vvery.item priced for Total Savings!
Del Monte
PEACHES
DelMonto
FRUIT COCKTAIL
16 oz. C.an 151
reasury
ood centersLp,.Whitehaven
52,55 Highwey 51. South 2565
 So. Hollywood St.
falusselmans
APPLE SAUCE or. Can 70,
PEACHES boor. Can 12'
StokleY 15 on. Can
fRIHT COCKTAIL 17'
Paper Products
410
ciliET TISSUE
'Reynolds
HEAVY DUTY FOIL
SANDWICH BAGS
vNAPKINS
Other's
Price
Scot Towels Treasury Price
JUMBO 33c
4 Poll
75.18
150 Ct.
140 Ct
43'
142
561
321
LOOKING FOR EXTRA SAVINGS?
WATCH FOR TREASURY'S
"WISE BUYS"
WE BOUGHT THEM LOWER...
Immo 4 rormi ••I.••
woroulochwer's +Warr •ry remollowl
611•Imma. ..1•I• *ay h.4...
... WE SELL THEM LOWER!
Gala
TOWELS
,isaLf):41 x PAPER
TOILET TISSUE
twin Pal.
too t
4 Poll Pal.
Canned Vegetables
45'
23'
41'
Me corn Treasury Price
CORN 7 OZ. Can
Del Monte
CORN io oz. Can
Del Monte
SWEET PEAS I) on. Can
Vlesit
SAUERKRAUT .32 oz, Jar
(NO Stokley
181
23c
25'
3?
SHELLIE BEANS
Delmonte Blue Lake 
16 on. Can 2?
WHOLE GREEN BEANS 16 oz. 17'Can
Betty Crocker
POTATO BUDS 161/7 oz'. Box
Pet Foods
Ken L Ration
CDr9GTrF°°b
oucii 
ain
DOG CHOW
DOG 
Wagon
KEN IL TREATS
TOP CHOICE
tAllpIdES MEAL
.600„
CAT FOOD
Purina
CAT FOOD
'ldy 
CZ CaiITTER
GAINS BURGERS
71'
Treasury Price
6 Pak 15 oz. carn
25 Lb. Bag
25 Lb. Bag
10 Lb. Bag
24soz. Box
96'
37'
4 Lb. 3 oz.)3ox 166
5 Lb. Bag MC
6i605. Can
6Wot. Can
'5 Lb. flag
75 et. sox
Others
Ihmie
Other
Puce
Baking Needs
CRISCO OIL
Snowdrift
SHORTENING
Gold Medal
FLOUR
Pittsbury
FLOUR
Aunt Jemima
PANCAKE MIX
HersheY's
COCOA
BISOUICK
ysirf Maid
RUP
Calumet Baking
BAKING POWDER
42 oz. Can 111c
5 Lb. 601
10 Lb. Bag 113
4' • Lb. Bag 
19c
8 oz. Box 35c
41 on. Box 65'
21 on. Ott. 74'
14 on, Carl 35,
Others,
• Campbell's Treasury Price Price
Campbell's
VEGETABLE BEEF In or. c„ 19c
Campbell's 101/2 tr. Can
CREAM OF MUSHROOM SOUP 161
Campbell's
TOMATO SOUP
College inn
CHIX BROTH
1014 oz. can
13 3/4 ot. Can 19c
Cereals
Po„ Treasury Price
GRAPE NUTS FEAKES12.z.80), 401Post
SUGAR CRISP 10 oz. Bo • 39c
Post
TOASTIES 18 ,' Roe 39E
Pnst
ALPHABITS
Post
HONEY COMBS
Keliogg's
FRUIT LOOPS
RICE KRISPIES
JUMBO PAK
CHEERIOS
QUAKER OATS
15 on. Box
42 on. Box
Drinks. Juices
Treasury Price
Welch
GRAPE JUICE '400z. 1311
VS
COCKTAIL JUICE
TANG
alio JUICE
9!AiGE DRINK
plgAlyjE JUICE 46 on. Can
CRANBERRY JUICECarn 
!iron MILK
TEA BAGS
141
46 on. Can 43'
135
38'
19'
36c
32 on. Btl. 53c
10 et. Box in
looct. IR
27 on. Jar
46 on. Can
46 on. Can
COFFEE MATE l6 oz. 684-
Molds./ 32 or. Btl.to
GATORADE 31`
!AiiiERs 30 Ct. Box isr
kiliOR MEATS Pr on. Jar 23c
S, TRAINED MEATS oz. Jar 22'
F4EltiEA So:. Box -191
HIGH MEATS JUNIOR 4Weoz.•Jar 141'
Heinz
EATS STRAINED 1/2 or. jar
up our livings
Others
Price
Others
Price
Add up the amount you paid for the items you
check — and total Treasury's "Total Savings Prices
Or the same Items. The difference Is your savings —
on just few Barns!
•
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